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A novel technique for ASP.NET dynamic web validation 

Chee Sheen Chan1, Jer Lang Hong2 
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Abstract. HTML documents are progressively being generated by dynamic scripts running on a web server, for in-

stance ASP, PHP, J2EE, and etc. These application has a tendency of producing malformed HTML documents, in 

other words these documents does not adhere to the official DTD for HTML 4.01 or XHTML 1.0 defined by the 

World Wide Consortium (W3C). While state-of-the art browsers like Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Safari and etc 

discretely correct these errors, most of the time these documents failed to render properly due to some compatibility 

issues, resulting in deterioration in performance. A wide range of validation tools have been developed to address this 

issue, unfortunately these tools failed to handle these dynamically generated web documents in the realm of dynamic 

web applications. Unlike static HTML, which can easily be validated by the validation tool made available by W3C 

and the others. And therefore in this paper, we present a novel and contemporary tool for validating dynamic 

ASP.NET web applications vigorously. 

Keywords: Validation, HTML, Web Technologies 

1 Introduction 

Server-side programming made it possible to generate HTML web documents on the fly with respect to user’s re-

quest and perform the necessary customization as required. It is one of the primary pillars of today’s WWW environ-

ment. It remains an undeniable fact that the backbone of the e-commerce and communication business was composed 

ofweb-based applications which are commonly built as three-tiered architectures that output client pages at run time. In 

the Asia, 44.8% of the population used the Internet in 2012 [9], which contributed to over $1 trillion dollars in the e-

commerce sales in the same year [10]. In the United States, Forrester Research shows that $248.7 billion are anticipated 

by 2014.  [11] Hence, it can be noticed that there is a powerful economic incentive to produce and maintain high quality 

web applications. 

Customer loyalty towards any particular website is notoriously poor, and it is fundamentally determined by the usa-

bility of applications [12]. Unlike customers purchasing software such as Microsoft Windows, web customers can easily 

switch providers without having to buy or install another application [13].  The threat of customer allegiance is com-

pounded especially by quality requirements, for instance, several surveys have reported that about 70% of top-

performing web applications such as Amazon.com are subject to user-visible failures which could have been prevented 

through earlier detection [15]. 

Delivering high quality web-based applications have always possesses its own challenges. To ensure the develop-

ment of high quality and robust web applications, the World Wide Consortium (W3C) has laid out a collection of stand-

ards and protocols which should be followed by web professionals. Despite the fact that there are a certain standards 

which should be met by web applications, HTML validation is the primary contributor when it comes to scripting or 

web styling according to a survey conducted by W3C. To be precise, this paper focuses only on the validity (adherence 

to official DTD for HTML 4.01 or XHTML 1.0 set by W3C) of HTML documents generated by it when it comes to 

quality of ASP.NET applications. 

The significance of having a well-formed HTML documents are extensively appreciated by web professionals 

around the globe. A wide range of HTML validation tools for checking conformance to official DTD for HTML 4.01 or 

XHTML 1.0 have been presented [16]. A number of these tools even accompanied with additional functionalities such 

as correcting markup errors detected during the validation process. As far as we concern, the current approach for vali-

dating dynamic web application is to validate the typical output of the web application, which is the HTML web docu-

ments that can be exhibited in a web browser. Unfortunately, such approach is deficient and expensive due to the as-

sorted and complicated nature of dynamic web applications [17]. Due to this reason, validation for dynamic web appli-

cations will be a lot harder and complicated because web developers ensure valid HTML web documents are being 

generated from each execution route. Moreover, when an error is being identified, developers are required to map the 

errors detected to the server-side scripts as such traceability is not provided by existing validation tools for the time 

being. 

ASP.NET is a server-side web development technology which is used alongside with the .NET framework designed 

by Microsoft to generate dynamic HTML web documents on the fly. The .NET framework encompasses a huge library 

and supports language interoperability across several programming language. ASP.NET is a successor to Microsoft’s 

Active Server Pages (ASP) and is built on Common Language Runtime (CLR) [18], enabling it to have access to clas-
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ses in the .NET framework, enjoying benefits from CLR, type safety, inheritance and etc. Due to this reason, there is a 

need to present an approach for performing markup validation for ASP.NET applications because existing validation 

tools are still deficient in validating ASP.NET applications. In this paper, we present a contemporary algorithm to detect 

and correct markup errors for ASP.NET applications. 

This paper contains several sections. Section 2 gives the problem statement while Section 3 provides the implemen-

tation details of our work. Finally Section 4 summarizes our work. 

2 Related Work 

As per our knowledge up to now, there is no existing validation tool for identifying HTML validation errors in 

ASP.NET applications. Since ASP.NET is integrated with .NET framework developed by Microsoft, it is capable of 

using validation tools provided by the framework such as request validation[19] which checks whether the content of 

the submitted HTML is being encoded prior to processing as well as form validation which validates form content with 

validators like RequiredFieldValidator, RegularExpressionValidator, CompareValidator [20] and etc. Such tools are 

mainly targeting the quality of ASP.NET applications in terms of security by preventing script attacks from malicious 

hackers. 

Tidy [23], an HTML validator that performs apparently on most static HTML web documents. JTidy[24], a Java port 

of HTML Tidy is typically used as a tool for sterilizing malformed and faulty HTML like its non-Java siblings. Since 

both tools employs a static technique, while validating server-side scripts such as PHP, it separates codes enclosed with-

in ‘<?php’ and ‘?>’ and treat the remaining as HTML codes but such technique doesn’t work well for dynamic web 

application like Perl, ASP.NET, ColdFusion and etc because such HTML codes are embedded in diversified variables 

and literals. Other validation tools such as WDG [25] and CSE [26] are restricted to validate static HTML codes only. 

Minamide implemented a string analyzer for PHP scripting language which has been sucessfully implemented to 

PHP applications available publicly to identify cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities in addition to validating HTML 

web documents produced on the fly. Minamide’s tool approximate the string output of the application against a context-

free grammar and intersect the grammar with regular expression of matched pair of delimiters (open/closed tags) to 

discover unclosed tags. Due to this reason, this tool incurs a high overhead cost because it uses a premium algorithm to 

identify conflicts between regular expression and context-free languages. 

Wassermann [21] et. al proposed a concolic testing tool for PHP applications which springs from Minamides’s PHP 

static analyzer. By utilizing a finite state transducer and uniquely constructed constraint solver, Wassermann targets 

security vulnerabilities as a result from injecting malicious strings into SQL commands by recommending an automated 

analysis technique. 

Xie and Aiken[22] develop a similar analysis by trading off some precision for scalability through the usage of block 

and function summaries. To collect information at decreasing levels of granularity at intrablock, intraprocedural and 

interprocedural level, their analysis encompass a novel 3-tier architecture where management of unique dynamic traits 

to scripting languages such as dynamic typing and code inclusion are made possible. 

S. Chandra et. al. presented Angelic Debugging[27] to detect erroneous expression by utilizing a constraint solver 

over a test suite. They test their tool on top of Java PathFinder model checker, and the results has shown promising 

future especially in accelerating the debugging process. Unfortunately, it cannot recommend source-level amendments 

even though it can handle more general errors. 

Artiz et. al [28] introduce an approach which relies on integration of concrete and symbolic execution to identify 

HTML defects in PHP web application but their tool is not available for public access. 

Javonovic et. al. [29] deliberate the problem of vulnerable web applications by analyzing the static source code. To 

identify XSS vulnerabilities in PHP scripts, they have implemented Pixy which has proven  to be effective in conduct-

ing security audits. 

3 ASP.NET 

Overview 

 

This section provides an overview of ASP.NET applications. ASP.NET web pages are web forms embodied in files 

with an ‘.aspx’ extension which usually composed of static HTML or XHTML markup codes. Similar to JavaServer 

Pages (JSP), dynamic codes in ASP.NET which are to be compiled and run by the web server are enclosed within ‘<%’ 

and ‘%>’. ASP.NET is a subset of the .NET Framework introduced by Microsoft, due to this reason, ASP.NET applica-

tions will have access to classes defined within the .NET Framework. Since ASP.NET is built on Common Language 

Runtime (CLR), it enables web developers to code the applications in any .NET language such as C#, Visual Basic, 

IronRuby and etc. With the new code-behind model introduced by Microsoft, static string literals can stay on the .aspx 

page while dynamic codes remains in other files such as .aspx.fs, .aspx.vb, or .aspx.cs with respect to the programming 

language being used. 
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To illustrate how code-behind solutions are being achieved, consider the following example which uses a C#  codes 

as the code-behind for an .aspx file: 

 
<%@ Page Language="C" CodeFile="Example1.aspx.cs" Inherits= "Sample.Example1" 

AutoEventWireup="true" %> 

 

The above page directive is included at the beginning of the .aspx file. CodeFile property specifies the code-

behind file while Inherits property indicates the class where the page is defined, in this case it is Exam-

ple1.aspx.cs that act as the code-behind file with sample content as shown below: 

 
using System ; 

namespace Example1 { 

public partial class Example1 :System.Web.UI.Page { 

      protected void showMessage( object sender , EventArgs e ) { 

         Response.Write("Welcome!") ; 

      } 

   } 

} 

Version History 

 

From the same family as Microsoft Active Server Pages (ASP), ASP.NET is often referred as the next generation of 

ASP. In October 1996, it began its life as public beta as an upgrade to Internet Information Server (IIS) 2.0 [30]. Since 

then, it evolved gradually from version 1.0 to 2.x, and finally to 3.0. VBScript is used as the default scripting language 

in the previous three versions. Unfortunately, a major disadvantage of scripting language is the code is being interpreted 

instead of compiled. Even though it was possible to configure ASP to integrate with some other languages such as Perl, 

this was not typically accomplished. As a result of that, performance of web applications being developed using the 

interpreted code model of ASP was severely jeopardized. 

In early 2000, Microsoft has introduced the .NET framework. ASP.NET 1.0 was born as a result of integration be-

tween the .NET framework and ASP. Microsoft launched ASP.NET 2.0 that resolves most of the issues raised in ver-

sion 1.0 with the success brought by ASP.NET 1.0. Since then, it has assisted many developers in building dynamic 

web applications and has become one of the most successful products by Microsoft. 

Under the inspiration of other web development technologies with Model-View-Controller (MVC) framework, Mi-

crosoft has released ASP.NET MVC 1.0  which encompasses all core features of the framework in 2009. In 2010, 

ASP.NET MVC v2 was introduced with the intention of enhancing productivity and facilitate the process of mainte-

nance in bigger applications. In 2012, ASP.NET 3 was released together with a bunch of tools which works only on 

.NET4. 

Strength and Weaknesses 

 

Since ASP.NET adopts the Object-Oriented (OO) programming concept, each element within an ASP.NET page is 

being manipulated as objects that executes on the server. Pages developed using ASP.NET runs faster that classic ASP 

pages because it is compiled and run straight from the processor. Secondly, ASP.NET provides robust URL routing 

functionality which facilitates the management of search-engine friendly URLs. To increase traffic to your websites, 

free Search Engine Optimization (SEO) toolkit can be used to optimize various aspects within the web application. 

Additionally, ASP.NET components can now process Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) messages with its SOAP 

extension framework. Apart from that, with AJAX framework being included as part of ASP.NET framework, develop-

ers can provide rich end-user experiences by utilizing scripts like jQuery to handle events and facilitate traversal of 

HTML DOM. 

Despite the benefits that ASP.NET has to offer, there are certain flaws that web developers may want to consider 

while choosing the right web technology for their web applications. Firstly, on IIS 6.0 and lower, pages written using 

different versions of the ASP framework cannot share Session State without the use of third-party libraries [31]. How-

ever such problem can be resolved by using IIS 7. With IIS 7, modules may be run in an integrated pipeline that allows 

modules written in any language ot be executed for any request [31]. Furthermore, the framework’s browser detection 

feature sometimes incorrectly identified Web browsers other than Microsoft’s own Internet Explorer as ‘downlevel’ and 

returned HTML/JavaScript to these clients with some of the features removed, or sometimes crippled or broken [31]. 
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4 Problem Formulation 

ASP.NET utilizes the .NET framework developed by Microsoft which makes it distinctive from other web development 

technologies such as PHP, Perl, ColdFusion and etc. In contrast to static HTML web pages, ASP.NET applications are a 

lot more complex because it does not only circumscribe the front end graphical user interface which user interacts. Most 

of the time, maintaining the quality of dynamic web applications has always been a challenge because it operates in a 

scattered environment. Nevertheless, the scope of this paper concentrates on the validity (adherence to official DTD for 

HTML 4.01 or XHTML 1.0 set by W3C) of HTML documents generated by ASP.NET applications when it comes to 

quality. Nevertheless, a wide range of multidimensional attributes are required to be analyzed carefully if one aims to 

improve the quality of ASP.NET applications. It is not an easy job to estimate the execution path as well as the state of 

ASP.NET applications, making validation a non-trivial task. Furthermore, unlike tree-based HTML tags, novice heuris-

tic protocols are pretty much impossible to symbolize ASP.NET due to the complication as a result of flexibility in 

allowing ASP.NET developers to code with any supporting .NET languages. 

5 Motivation 

As per our knowledge, the approach employed by existing validation tool for dynamic web applications is to validate 

the HTML web documents after it has been generated on the fly. However, such technique comes at a premium and 

encompasses apparent flaws since there is no guarantee on the passive comportment of dynamic scripts running on the 

web server. In reality, existing tools which restrict server-side scripts to a collection of pre-validated templates are not 

competent at all in terms of semantic meaning of webpages. And last but not least, we are the pioneer in introducing a 

dynamic validation tool that targets the feature of ASP.NET applications. 

6 Proposed Solution 

We developed a novel ASP Validation Tool to for dynamic web applications validation. Our tool checks for opening 

and closing tags in ASP codes for validity. To achieve this, we check for the flow of execution of the ASP codes which 

generate HTML codes. Based on the generated codes, we can then determine whether a page is well formed or not. We 

describe our proposed solutions in several fundamental steps. Details of these steps are described below: 

Step 1: Logical and Condition Comparison  

 

Similar to Java, ASP is a type safe language. For this reason, a type conversion tool is not needed to convert varia-

bles to their associated types. Knowing the types of variables in advance is helpful in determining the output of HTML 

tags through print command. After that, our tool evaluates the logical conditions in ASP codes. ASP codes can be writ-

ten in a number of compatible languages, such as C#, C++, and VB. To check for logical condition, we analyze the for, 

while, and if statement. In this statement, we check for logical operators such as <, >, &&, and ||. However, logical 

comparison in ASP is far more complicated than the usual simple logical comparison due to nested logical comparisons, 

where logical operators are encapsulated within themselves. To resolve this problem, our tool employs a stack data 

structure where operator such as ( and ) are pushed and popped. Whenever a ‘(‘ character is encountered, we pushed 

this character into the stack. When the ‘)’ character is encountered, we popped the stack accordingly and evaluate the 

logical expression and perform the necessary update accordingly. This step is repeated in a top down manner until the 

stack is empty. Checking the logical condition is a non-trivial task and it is carried out to check the flow of the print 

statement (particularly those print statements that output HTML tags) in the logical statement.  

Step 2: Method Checking 

 

ASP provides method for operation matters. However, due to the fact that ASP codes can be written in a number of 

languages, the calling of methods may be different in each of this language. A method executes a set of operations 

where several lines of codes are executed and in some cases a variable is returned after evaluation. Attributes associated 

with the methods such as return type, parameters, and variables passing are given due considerations when method is 

called. This is because attributes contain important information related to the creation of HTML tags and they may rep-

resent the status of certain logical conditions which may affect the outcome of HTML Tags creation. A method can be 

called either locally or globally, where a local method is called within the class itself and a global method is called with-

in other classes. Local method call may create naming conflicts as they are not associated with a class. For global meth-

ods, calling the same method name from different classes is possible as the methods are associated with that class name, 

which makes them unique.  
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Step 3: Object Level Validation 

 

We need to consider for local and global variables when an object is created. Local variables are declared at the method 

level, whereas global variables are declared at the class level. The values of global variables are changed and they are 

object specific, that is they exist as long as the object exists. It is important to handle local and global variables as they 

contain valuable information related to HTML tags creation. Additionally, two similar local variables may be created 

within different scope in a method whereas global variable is allowed to be created once in a particular class. A variable 

and method in a particular class may called different class located in different location. For such a case, we need to map 

and pass the parameter to another class using the same convention provided in other languages such as PHP, and Java.  

Step 4: Masterpage Level 

 

For ASP.NET, template creation is supported through the use of Masterpage. Server side coding is generated using 

various languages such as C#, C++, and VB. Our framework detects the logical condition which led to the generation of 

HTML Tags. Masterpage is handled by using recursively process all the pages linked to Masterpage. When HTML 

Tags are detected in these pages, we check for opening and closing tags in these pages to ensure that the HTML page is 

well formed.    

Step 5: Integrating Multi Language  

 

As far as we are concern, ASP.NET codes can be written in a number of languages. Unlike Java EE and PHP, this is 

a problem as the developer needs to create different validator tools in order to validate ASP.NET codes. In our tool, we 

develop a cross platform multi language tool which could effectively parse all these languages and convert them to 

generated HTML codes. To achieve this, we make careful observation and analysis on the syntaxes and structure of 

these languages. C language is non object oriented, and it has pointer which could point to another memory location. In 

fact, the memory management in C is not handled by garbage collector. C++ is an improvement over C as it has object 

oriented capability implemented. VB and C# on the other hand, is the latest technologies provided by .NET and they 

eliminate the need of pointer and have efficient garbage collector facility. To integrate all this language into one single 

coherent language, we develop a validator tool using a top down approach. We start to check the HTML codes creation 

from the bottom most of the language structure and syntax, which is the variables and logical comparison. Fortunately, 

all the languages have simple and yet well defined logical comparisons. Then, we check for the next level structure, 

which is the method level. All the languages have well defined method call and creation. However, we give special 

attention to languages which support delegate methods. At the object level, we notice that only C is not able to satisfy 

this condition. This is an advantage as we need not worry about cross object creation, parameters passing, and global 

variables in an object creation. Having all the HTML codes created in a single file will not lead to complication as we 

need to worry about parameter and variable passing to other files. In other words, the possibility of HTML codes gener-

ation is far smaller in non object oriented language such as C.          

7 Experimental Tests 

 

We conduct our experimental tests on a wide range of datasets. We collect a random sample of 200 pages from the 

deep web repositories. As our tool is the first to validate ASP scripts, we do not benchmark our tool against other state 

of the art validation tools. We would like to make it clear that our approach does not validate static HTML pages, there-

fore our samples contain server generated codes written in ASP rather than static HTML page. We measure the effec-

tiveness of our algorithm using precision and recall which are formulated as follows: 

 

Recall=Correct/Actual*100 

Precision=Correct/Extracted*100 

 

Correct depicts the number of pages correctly validated. Actual is the actual number of pages to be validated. Ex-

tracted depicts the number of pages validated.  

As shown in Table 1, our validation tool achieves high accuracy both in terms of precision and recall for validating 

ASP scripts. Most of the sample scripts are validated by our tool effectively. Our tool could handle most of the sample 

scripts with diverse structure and implementation, by detecting the flow of execution in each script accurately. Howev-

er, for some cases, our tool failed to validate the scripts generated. Due to the fact that ASP codes can be written in 

many different languages, it is hard to achieve a direct translation between these languages and HTML language. A 

cross language converter is needed to accurately translate these languages to HTML codes. Besides, the syntax and 

rules defined in these languages varies, therefore one has to develop a set of generalized rules to represent these lan-
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guages. Secondly, nested loops and conditions are far harder to evaluate than conventional loops and conditions. This is 

particularly true if the loop contains methods called from other classes, multiple condition checks, and a complicated 

expression evaluation. Our tool failed in some of these cases.         

 

Table 1 Experimental Tests 

Terms Our system 

Actual 200 

Extracted 194 

Correct 178 

Recall 89.00% 

Precision 91.75% 

8 Conclusions 

We have developed a novel ASP validation tool to validate dynamic ASP scripts. Due to the diverse and highly dy-

namic codes generated by server side scripts, it is very hard to determine the flow of execution and the final HTML 

codes produced by these scripts. Dynamic web validation is important as having a well formed HTML codes could lead 

to higher performance, and faster browser rendering. Experimental test has shown that our tool is able to effectively 

validate ASP scripts well. Our tool is certainly helpful for future validation tool design.  
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RANSAC Multi Model Response Regression based Pruned Extreme Learning 
Machines for Multiclass problems 
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Faculty of ESTEM, University of Canberra, Australia 

Abstract. 
 

The accuracy and performance of machine learning and statistical models are still based on tuning some parameters 
and optimization for generating better predictive models of learning is based on training data. Larger datasets and 
samples are also problematic, due to increase in computational times, complexity and bad generalization due to man-
ually tuning of parameters. Using the motivation from extreme learning machine (ELM), we proposed annular ELM 
based on RANSAC Multi Response Regression to prune the large number of hidden nodes to acquire better optimali-
ty, generalization and classification accuracy of the network in ELM. Experimental results on different benchmark 
datasets showed that proposed algorithm optimally prunes the hidden nodes, better generalization and higher testing 
accuracy compared to other algorithms, including SVM, OP-ELM for binary and multi-class classification and re-
gression problems.   

1 Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) 

Fortunately, due to exponential expansion in the technology, the improvement in machine learning and optimizing the 
parameters of statistical models improved by availability of large datasets and abundance of information of a studied 
phenomenon with maximum number of variables and samples. But, on the other hand, increase in number of variables 
with respect to samples in large dataset increases the redundancy and create ill posed problems. Currently, most of the 
machines learning models are based on deterministic learning algorithms rather than non-deterministic approach which 
narrow down its learning applications in real time datasets.   
(Huang, Zhu, & Siew, 2006) proposed a new novel algorithm as Extreme Machine Learning (ELM) for single hidden 
layer feed forward neural network which has less computational time and faster speed even on large datasets. The main 
working core of ELM is random initialization of weights rather than learning through slow process via iteratively gradi-
ent based learning as back-propagation (Abid, Fnaiech, & Najim, 2001). In Extreme machine learning, the number of 
hidden nodes and their weights are randomly assigned, which distinguishes the linear differentiable between the output 
of hidden layer and output layer. The output weights can be determined by linear least square solution of hidden layer 
output through activation function and the data samples targets. For N arbitrary distinct samples (xi, ti), where xi= [xi1 
xi2,..., xin]T

∈ Rn and ti, = [ti1, ti2,...,tim]T ∈ Rm, standard SLFNs with N hidden nodes and activation function g(x) are math-
ematically modeled as 

 
( ) ( )

1 1

0 ,
N N

i i j i i j i j
i i

g x g w x bβ β
= =

= ⋅ + =∑ ∑
% %

 (1) 

The above N equations can be written compactly as 

                                                 ,H Tβ =                                                        (2) 

As named in (Huang et al., 2006), H is called the hidden layer output matrix of the neural network; the ith column of H 
is the ith hidden node output with respect to inputs. (Huang, Wang, & Lan, 2011) presented a comprehensive survey on 
extreme learning machines and it applications. Optimally pruned extreme leaning machine (OP-ELM) algorithm which 
is an extension of original ELM algorithm with pruning of neurons using ranking multi-response sparse regression 
(MRSR) method to design optimal neural architecture removing irrelevant variables was proposed by (Yoan et al., 
2010). (Martínez-Martínez et al., 2011) proposed a new strategy to prune the ELM networks using regularized regres-
sion methods to acquire optimal tuned parameters. The algorithm can acquire optimal tuned parameters by identifying 
the degree of relevance of the weights that connects the k-th hidden element with the output layer using lasso and ridge 
regression. Regularized version of least squares regression with several penalties on coefficient vector are used to re-
move the irrelevant or low relevance hidden nodes to achieve compact neural networks.(Singh & Chetty, 2012) pro-
posed LDA-ELM for classification of brain abnormalities in magnetic resonance images using pattern recognition and 
machine learning. (Lavneet Singh, 2012) proposed a Novel Approach for protein Structure prediction Using Pattern 
Recognition and Extreme Machine Learning. 
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To overcome the drawbacks of regularization or penalty method, using sparse model and removing reductant variables 
for better generalization an prediction accuracy, we proposed RANSAC multi model response regularization which 
implements a L1 penalty or the output weights by performing RANSAC multi model response regression between the 
hidden and output layer. 

2 Regularized Extreme Learning Machine 

To resolve these limitations of ELM, constructive and heuristic approaches have proposed in the literature. In most 
recent years, regularization or penalty approach seems to be significant in resolving the ELM limitations. As in extreme 
machine learning, there is linear behavior between hidden layer and output layer, thus as a problem of linear regression, 
regularization helps to reduce the number of predictors in hidden layer by using sparse model.  
The RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) algorithm was proposed by (Fischler & Bolles, 1981) to estimate the pa-
rameters of a certain model from a set of data with large number of outliners. RANSAC take out the outliners from a 
data if it doesn’t fit with a set of parameters within the error threshold with respect to maximum deviation. RANSAC 
can handle outlier’s greater than 50% of the entire dataset known as breakdown point. 
RANSAC first hypothesize minimum sample sets MSSs) randomly selected from the input dataset and the parameters 
of the model are estimated using MSS. To test the estimated parameters of the model using MSS, RANSAC checks 
which element of the entire dataset are consisted with the defined model known as consensus set (CS). RANSAC rank 
the consensus with a set of iterations with respect to estimated probability at certain threshold. RANSAC is extensively 
used in computer vision, motion detection and features matching of images and is optimized using different parameters 
(Raguram, Frahm, & Pollefeys, 2008),(Nistér, 2005),(Chum, Matas, & Kittler, 2003). 

2.1 RANSAC Multi Model Response Regularization 

To implement the RANSAC on regression problems, we proposed a RANSAC multi model response regularization 
which implements the sequential RANSAC on multiple models. To take out the outliners from data, which in our case, 
are the irrelevant hidden nodes as predictor variables, and H is the hidden matrix as input from equation. In our case, the 
output weights follow a linear regression between hidden and output layer defined as  
Y= Output weights*H + ϵ 

Where 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1 1 1 1

1 1

N N

N NN N
N N

g w x b g w x b

H
g w x b g w x b

×

⎡ ⎤⋅ + ⋅ +
⎢ ⎥

= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⋅ + ⋅ +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

% %

% %
%

L

M L M
L

 (3) 

                             CS = 
1 1

m n

W j
W j

RANSAC D
= =

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
∑ ∑  (4) 

Dxwj = {x11, x12…….xwj} be the sets of data H with wth observations in rows and jth as hidden nodes predictors in col-
umns of D matrix. For regression problems, sequential RANSAC implements on the set of all inliners, D1 that are gen-
erated by W different models where Wm = rand(DM) . The numbers of models are randomly generated using 20 % of the 
input data. 
To estimate the parameters of Wm models, each one is represented by k dimensional parameter vector θw at each itera-
tion iter. CS is estimated using MSS of each W model. The iteration run M times which is calculated before after re-
moving the inliners from data D. the total number of inliners at iteration iter is less than total number of inliners at itera-
tion iter-1. The whole formulation of multiple RANSAC response is defined as  
The set of all inliners D is generated by W different models has cardinality CS as  

,1 ,2 ,( ........... )I I I I WN N N N= + +                (5) 

Let ( )w wM θ  defines the manifold of dimension kw of all points with respect to parameter kw
w Rθ ∈  for the specified 

model for 1 w W≤ ≤ with a subset Sw from D of kw elements at iteration i called minimal sample set (MSS). To esti-
mate the parameters of W models, each one represented parameter vector θw. At each i iterations, MSS for each W 
model is defined and CS is estimated removing all outliners.  
To combine and fuse the estimated CS computed from i(W) iterations, the whole RANSAC multi model response algo-
rithm can be summarize as follows 
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Algorithm 
Sw

(i)= S(i) (θw) be the CS of wth model at ith iteration. 
The all combined updated CS of S (i) (θw) is updated as 
M(iter) = 100; i = 0 
For i ≤Miter(maximum number of iterations)  
Do i= i + 1 
{Sw

(i-1)},{Sw
(i)} 

While 1 w W≤ ≤   
( ) ( 1)

( )
i iiS S Sθ θ θ

−

= ∪  
W=w+1 
Return {Sw

(i)} 
To reduce the number of hidden units with respect to ranked CS estimated using RANSAC multi-response algorithm is 
calculated as 

 Hidden Layer Output (H1) = S (i) θ * H (6) 

which reduces the hidden matrix as hidden layer output H1 into zero and nonzero coefficients of ranked elements with 
respect to estimated CS. Nonzero coefficients are extracted from sparse matrix which reduces the no of hidden units to 
which are ranked less giving the hidden units coefficients highly correlated. Thus 

 Output weights = T T-1
1 1 1(H H ) H T  (7) 

2.2 RANSAC Multi Model Response Regularization for binary and multiclass problems 

The proposed RANSAC multi model response regularization for binary and multiclass problems for ELM is imple-
mented using one against all (OAA) method. As in OAA method, j binary classifiers will be constructed in which all the 
training examples will be used a teach time of training. The training data having the original class label jn = (1………n) 
have each jn elements of positive one class and the remaining training data will be of zero class, creating jn models im-
plementing proposed RANSAC multi model response regularization on (jn) binary classes. Finally, CS defined as 
( )iS θ  of j(n) classes is computed  as 

                             
( ) ( 1)

1
( )

i
n

i i
j j

j j

S S Sθ θ θ−

=

= ∪∑               (8)                  

                                   
( ) ( )

1
( )

i i
n

i
j n

j
S S Sθ θ θ

=

= ∪∑                             (9) 

For this, consider the ELM for multi-class classification problem, formulated as k binary ELM classification problem 
with the following form: 
Hw1=y1…Hwj =yj; 
Where for each j, wj is the output weights from the hidden layer to the output layer with output vector 

1( ,...... )tj j mj my y y R= ∈  . Thus the output of the hidden layer as H hidden matrix defines with respect to multiclass 

binary classifiers as 

                        
1

1
*

n
j

j
j

Y
H H Y

o=

=⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
∑                                                                (10) 

where H is the hidden layer output matrix and Y is the j binary classes with mth observations of training data and n bina-
ry classes as columns vectors. Thus, we get Hj hidden matrix where each Hj belong to each binary class and RANSAC 
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multi response regularization is implemented to acquire CS for each binary class as ( )i
jS θ . It can be concluded that 

RANSAC multi response regularization for binary and multiclass problems work in similar fashion as OAA-ELM with 
j binary classes with a difference of jth label with positive class and rest other classes with -1 class. 

3 Experimental Results 

To justify the proposed algorithm, the performance of proposed algorithm will be investigated by comparing it with 
original ELM, SVM and other machine learning methods using public available benchmarks datasets of regression, 
binary and multiclass classification. All experiments were conducted in MATLAB R2010 platform running on windows 
7-64 bit operating system with 3.0 GHz Intel® core 2 i5 processor having 8 GB of RAM. LIBSVM is used for the im-
plementation of SVM in matlab and weka platform. OP-ELM toolbox is used for implementation of OP-ELM(Miche, 
Sorjamaa, & Lendasse, 2008). RANSAC toolbox is used for implementation and making proposed changes in sequen-
tial RANSAC(Zuliani, 2008). In our experiments, several benchmark datasets were chosen. The data sets were collected 
from the University of California at Irvine (UCI) Machine Learning Repository (Blake & Merz, 1998) and they all been 
processed using 10 different random permutations are taken with- out replacement; for each permutation, two thirds are 
taken for the training set, and the remaining third for the test set by using cross validation function in MATLAB 
(crossvalind). Training sets are then normalized (zero-mean and unit variance) and test sets are also normalized using 
the very same normalization factors than for the corresponding training set.   

3.1 Results 

Table 1. - Experimental results in terms of testing accuracy for binary classification 
 

Datasets Hidden Nodes Testing(sigmoid) Testing(RBF) 

  SVM OP-ELM ELM RANSAC-ELM` SVM OP-ELM ELM RANSAC-ELM 

WDBC 200 95.77 90.85 95.39 95.81 97.18 90.14 83.20 93.20 
Wincosin_Breast_cancer 200 94.82 89.66 96.53 96.97 96.55 97.13 90.74 95.78 

Cleveland 200 76.00 78.67 90.40 83.31 76.00 78.61 90.55 81.25 
Australian credit 200 83.72 84.88 81.40 86.03 83.72 86.63 73.84 84.72 

Ionosphere 200 78.16 79.31 79.45 88.92 89.65 95.40 78.41 92.90 
Diabetes 200 69.79 77.60 71.26 76.21 75.00 79.69 69.20 77.30 

Liver Disorders 200 58.13 54.65 57.81 65.88 74.41 68.60 57.47 67.30 

Table 2. - Experimental results in terms of testing accuracy for multiclass classification 

Datasets Hidden 
Nodes 

Testing(sigmoid) Testing(RBF) 

  SVM ELM RANSAC-ELM` SVM ELM RANSAC-ELM 
Iris 200 91.89 78.32 83.89 97.29 85.24 89.46 

Wine 200 93.18 92.77 95.45 97.72 84.85 94.36 
Glass 500 39.62 41.85 51.81 41.50 50.60 48.79 

Auto Vehicle 500 43.60 67.39 79.68 56.39 58.23 79.94 
Page Blocks 500 91.30 94.85 92.96 92.17 89.47 91.43 

Segmentation 500 83.88 94.55 95.33 87.17 94.67 94.75 
Satellite 500 83.64 89.60 88.66 83.70 90.25 88.20 

Table  3. - Experimental results in terms of number of hidden nodes pruned by proposed method using sigmoid and radial 
basis functions for binary and multi-class classification 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dataset ELM Hidden Nodes RANSAC-ELM hidden 
nodes(sig) 

RANSAC-ELM 
hidden nodes(RBF) 

WDBC 200 40 48 
Wincosin_Breast_cancer 200 34 30 

Cleveland 200 52 53 
Australian Credit 200 33 36 

Ionosphere 200 90 92 
diabetes 200 29 30 

Liver Disorders 200 61 70 
Iris 200 94 71 

Wine 200 60 58 
Glass 200 65 123 

Auto Vehicle 500 90 118 
Page Blocks 500 97 230 

Image Segmentation 500 232 245 
Satellite 500 250 252 
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Table 1 depicts the comparative analysis of proposed RANSAC multi model response regularized ELM with support 
Vector Machine (SVM) and other ELM variants. For each dataset, training data is trained with higher number of hidden 
nodes so as to prune the network with optimal hidden nodes with better classification accuracy. For binary classifica-
tion, it can be seen from table 1 using sigmoid function; most of the binary datasets shows the higher testing accuracy 
compared to SVM, ELM and OP-ELM. Using the RBF function, the proposed model didn’t showed better testing accu-
racy results compared to other algorithms. But in both activation function, RANSAC multi model response regularized 
ELM prune the number of hidden nodes improving the optimality of the ELM network. 
Table 2 depicts the comparative analysis of proposed algorithm with SVM and other variants for multi-class classifica-
tion. As can be seen from table 1, RANSAC multi model response ELM shows the significant higher testing accuracy 
results compared to other algorithms on different datasets. 
Table 3 defines the number of hidden nodes pruned using RANSAC multi model response ELM with optimal higher 
testing accuracy. As can be seen from table 3, for binary and multi-class datasets, the RANSAC multi model response 
ELM significantly prune the number of hidden nodes from higher number of hidden nodes maintaining the higher test-
ing accuracy, faster implementation and better generalization performance. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed an ELM based on RANSAC multi model response regularization to optimally prune the 
hidden nodes in a network and improve better generalization and classification accuracy. Experimental results were 
conducted using comparative analysis of proposed RANSAC multi model response regularization based ELM network 
on different benchmark datasets for binary and multiclass classification.  
It can be concluded that from experimental results that proposed RANSAC multi model response regularized based 
ELM works significantly well in higher classification accuracy with optimally pruned hidden units. The proposed algo-
rithm implements faster compared to other algorithms in the study as it implements the ELM with less pruned hidden 
units without scarifying the higher generalization capability of ELM network. Further work will be conducted by testing 
the proposed algorithm in regression problems and datasets with higher outliers such as bio-medical images, and images 
from videos. 
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Abstract. In the paper a non-classical new type of 3D neural network (NN) which is a part of the combined recogni-

tion model is described. The structure of NN takes into account differences among inputs of a NN and in this respect 

different combinations of various types of inputs of a NN are singled out in advance. The new developed approach is 

based on a special operator (Zhuravlev’s operator) that tradeoffs with classical mathematical operator theory. The 

problem of correctness of the proposed model is considered in terms of the solvability of the inverse problem for an 

operator equation. The construction allows to determine the conditions of solvability for the operator equation. These 

conditions are the conditions of the correctness of an algebra over pattern recognition tasks that are not connected 

with functional minimization. This is a new aspect which differs from classical approaches to neural network con-

structions. 

1 INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

A topical problem under NN synthesis for any class of practical problems is the problem of accuracy improvement 

for NN solutions [1,2], [7]. An interesting question to be answered is: whether it is possible to get exact solutions of a 

pattern recognition (p.r.) problem on the base of a NN? The simple and specific case, namely case of perceptron, al-

ready gives a hint, “Yes”, but under some limitation on classes involved in the process. What can be said when classes 

of the task intersect? The questions about exact solutions for topical problems in any field of mathematics, such as 

mathematical physics and p.r., is classical but burning. We are developing a new approach which is not connected with 

functional minimization and that corresponds with classical mathematics, the way partial differential equations and 

operator theory. 

In this paper, for the p.r. problem we will follow the operator approach [3] taking under construction NN paradigm. 

Note, that our space   of initial objects is an  -dimensional binary vector space totally covered by   classes 

                       . Let            be a system of 1-place of 2-valued predicate functions: 

  ( )  〈〈    〉〉, i.e.   ( )             and    ( )                     . 

For datasets for a p.r. task it is possible to single out two tuples:    {          } and    {          } with 

  and   objects from   respectively. The tuple    we will use as training dataset and    as test dataset respectively. It 

can be considered that for    an information (classification) matrix [   ]   
, with       ( 

 ), is given simultaneous-

ly with     In contrast, an information (classification) matrix     [   ]   
 (      ( 

 )) of the test set    has to be 

calculated under our statement of the problem by a p.r. algorithm with no error at all. By following this aim, to receive 

exact solutions of the p.r. problem which does not connect with a functional minimization, we will appeal to a general 

operator equation as an initial equation which describes a number of theoretical and applied problems 

                        ,  (1) 

where the interpretation of  ,  ,   is determined by the initial problem statement. As the classical example we may 

refer to a Dirichlet’s problem for Poisson’s equation: 

   

   
 

   

   
   (   )          (   )    

                  

                                                                 (   )    (   )                (   )    

where is G is a domain,    is a border of G. It depends on the situation, what kind of problem is connected with (1): 

direct or inverse problem. Because of the insolvability of equation (1), instead of (1) it is suggested to solve more in-
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formative auxiliary extreme problem in order to take the solution of the extreme problem as a solution of (1). For p.r. 

the initial problem is the extreme problem which could be written 

      ‖     ‖
 
,       { (          )   (          )   }, (2) 

where   U is the p.r. task (the set of the input data), and   is the set of parameters. Here the separate algorithm    

from   { (          )} is determined by the parameters           , which usually are to be assigned by means 

of an optimization procedure. Task   is treated here as an ordered pair (    
 ), where    is the a starting information 

which includes objects from training data    with given classification matrix [   ]   
(       ( 

 )) and a tuple   of 

objects wanted to be classified. A stock of algorithms, namely {  } are likely to be not enough for solution to an in-

verse problem for (1) or even a solution of (2). The first means that, as a rule, it is impossible to determine     {  } 

for an  ̅  U with  ̅          ̅   .̅ Moreover approximation error could be unacceptably large to take     as a solu-

tion of inverse problem of (1) too, i.e. to take     instead of the algorithm   . We mean that    gives an exact solu-

tion of (1) for  , i.e.         
Learning algorithms for NN mainly followed by scheme of (2) that is why they inherited the benefits and shortcom-

ings of scheme (2) also. Moreover, sometimes it is possible to find exact solutions for (1) by way of a functional mini-

mization [1,2] or at least to get appropriate accuracy of recognition [7] that corresponds with classical mathematics, 

namely computational methods for partial differential equations. Such kind situation with exact solutions is acceptable 

but sooner is an exception than regularity the way for partial differential equations. We proceed from preconception that 

any recognizing algorithm   is represented as a composition of two operators  ,   , that denotes as        . So 

we can substitute equation (1) by the system:  

           {  },  (3) 

     ,  (4) 

where   is an operator, which calculates estimation matrix     [   ]   
,    is a thresholding decision rule with pa-

rameters                      that calculates by matrix   a classification matrix      with elements      {     } 

                    . The   probably does not coincide with matrix     [   ]   
  Element        if        , 

that means algorithm   includes object    to the class   ;         if        , that means      ; and at last if 

           , it is considered that   can not determine an inclusion object x
i
 both to class    and to the compliment 

   of    in   , that is written as       . The special value   is corresponding uncertainty case. Here          , 

     ̅̅ ̅̅ , and let          ,          . Thus the problem of construction of the algorithm    which gives an 

exact solution equation (1) is reduced to the problem of synthesis an appropriate operator    such as            . 

The problem itself is the special variant of the classical operator restore problem by information about a solution of (1) 

and right side of the operator equation. An operator approach to the p.r.[3] in some cases [3,5,8-10] gives the opportuni-

ty to determine conditions of correctness of an algebra   over the set   of p.r. and classification tasks. The last one 

means that for any      in algebra   constructed over {  } exists algorithm     which by   has to calculates the 

classification (information) matrix [   ]   
 of the task  , where     {   } and        ( 

 ). An algebra   is construct-

ed by way of an extension of algorithm family {  } through the operations 

(      )            [   
 ]   [   

  ], (5) 

(      )           [   
     

  ],  (6) 

          [         ].  (7) 

Note, that operations in (5) and (7) are standard and (6) is the Hadamard product. If we have an algebra   over operator 

family {  } then instead of equation (3) we can write 

 

     ,     { },                                                                                     (8) 

 

where algebra  { }   {     }   { }     and put a question about solvability equation (8). The addition re-

striction is caused the limitation on a neuron’s issue. For us, because of the diagonal activation function the output is an 

adder’s value and the absolute value of elements of the matrixes are bounded by 1. Another peculiarity is that instead of 

operation (6) we mean power operation, i.e.   . A maximal power of the operator from the   under a number of appli-

cations (5)-(7) is a power of the algebra   that we write as  
 

. Note that some problem of fuzzy recognition [4,11] is 

embedding both in (1), (2) and (8) too. 

 

The problem of NN learning has been inspirited to invent new models of artificial NN, but in comparative general 

cases the problem of correctness or ability to learn lays beyond of classical NN’s models. On the basis of the operator 
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approach, that takes into account a NN paradigm we propose a combined recognition model for receiving the exact 

solutions of the p.r. problem. The point 3 of the paper contains the conditions of correctness of algebra   constructed 

over {  } for  -regular p.r. tasks that essentially means the conditions of solvability of the inverse problem for eq.(1). 

2 Spatial 3D Neural Network over Operators from Model   

Starting from the description of the recognizing operator we imply to construct non-classical 3D neural network ( -

block) which reproduces calculations of that operator. We proceed from the preconception that informational descrip-

tion (image)            of the object to be analyzed and which is entered to the inputs of first layer of the  -block is 

summarized not as the set of the homogeneous input signals, but as the set of different kinds of signals. We may notice 

that classical papers on NN modeling do not regard differences among inputs of NN and here we can refer to animated 

nature for comprehensive 3D evaluation of the surrounding via hearing, vision, smell, sensations etc. and its combina-

tions. We admit, that a priori singled out the set of combinations of the first layer neuron’s inputs, namely:           , 

where   {  }    {       }. Thus here the information image            of any object from   { } that is an 

input of our NN ( -block) consist of heterogeneous types of input signals, i.e. groups of combinations:          . Let 

  (            ),    (               
),    (               

),   (     ), where   be a scalar product,      

and    
be the weight of the feature               . 

Parameters for both the   -block and Zhuravlev’s operator. Let’s consider the model recognizing operators   
{ (            )} , where any     (Zhuravlev’s operator) and corresponding   -block that calculates by task 

  (    
 )    the intermediate assessments matrix   [   ]   

 for test dataset    {          } and  coincident 

with the matrix that calculates the operator    . This operator is called  -operator. Then matrix   will be used for 

final classification of objects from test data set    . The decision rule    may calculates by a matrix   the classification 

matrix   [    ]       {     }                      but the   probably does not coincident with the matrix  . 

That is why by now the aim is to construct for an     the appropriate 3D NN and following our approach after pro-

cessing an information through  -block it takes a few intermediate steps of appropriate calculations in algebra   before 

to get a matrix   via   . In that case the activation function for  -block has to be diagonal function    assigned on 

       with values also in       . 
Let us get back to an operator     which assigned by the next parameters:   {  } ,     (          ) , 

   (          ),    (          ),    where:  

   {       } is subset of features; 

           are the weights of features which numbered       , they also play a role of synaptic weights for inputs of 

1
st 

layer neurons in our model(see Fig.1);  

           are weights of objects from training dataset, which also play a role of synaptic weights (already 

                    ) for inputs of 2
nd

 layer (level) neurons. The weights can change from class to class under 

     only but for     and for Th.1 weights           do not depend on classes and fixed in advance;            

are the parameters of a nearness function, which also play a role of parameters of an activation function for 1
st
 level 

neurons. In our case                where   is nonnegative integer from      . Parameter   {   }   
       The structure of the  -block and calculations. It is presented in Fig.1, where the calculation of the assessment     is 

displayed only. The draft and simple version of this network were presented in [4], [6]. The total number of neurons for 

 -block is          . The number of 1
st
 level neurons in    -plane is    , and any neuron from the 1

st
 level is top 

node and it has stratification along  -axis, exactly   neurons in the stratification all together. The activation function for 

a 1
st
 level neuron is   

 (      )    , if  (      )    and   
 (      )  (   ) , if  (      )   , where 

 (      )  is a Hamming distance between       , for            . We substitute in the Fig.1 the 

tion  
 (      ) for   

 (    ). Let us introduce the variable   
 

          , where    is the compliment for class    

in   , and    denotes an arbitrary object from   
 
, the “weight” of object    is   

   (  )   . Let us introduce the 

special symbol – value   that finishing any list of training set for every 

  
 
                                           

 (   )            The activation function for a 2
nd

 level neuron  is 

  

  ( 
      

(   )
)  

{
  
 

  
 ∑   ( )  (     ) 

    
 
 

     
 
(      )   

           

 (             
 
)               
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The value     
(   )

 is the value calculated by the adder of the 2
nd

 level neuron and in Fig.1 for our convenience is used 

more simple denotation      
( )

. The equality    ( 
      

(   )
)    means, that the value of the function    not determines or 

even not calculates under given arguments.  

The total number of 2
nd

 level neurons in    -plane is  , and any neuron from the 2
nd

 level also has the stratification 

along  -axis with number of neurons equal    . The third level of  -block contains   neurons by number of classes. 

Each neuron of 1
st
 level and all its duplicates along  -axis has   inputs and one output, which connected with 2

nd
 level 

neuron in appropriate slice of the stratification. 

For example 1
st
 level neuron      connected with 2

nd
 level neuron     , where   is a number of class,     . Each 

neuron of 2
nd

 level in stratification has additional input from its output (feedback connection) for accumulation of  -part 

of total assessment     and its synaptic weight     , while      (      
 
). When     , then    becomes «0» 

and    restore the value «1» when the new       will come to the input of  -block. For each       while      

the objects    form   
 

 consequently are entered to the input of  -block. The case when      for all   
 

,            

causes the change of test object from   . We have a subsequent alteration of objects both from    (external loop) and 

from    (internal loop). Process starts when the 1
st
 object from    entering to the inputs of  -block and it takes a posi-

tion as argument of the activation function of a neuron of the 1
st
 level and that means the 1

st
 epoch has been run

1
. The 

result of any epoch is a string of the matrix   as output of the 3
rd

 layer neurons is issued for further processing via ap-

propriate algebraic operations. In this case a 3
rd

 level neuron of the  -block has diagonal activation function    with 

values differs from the «0» only within the segment       . 
The process is finished when the test set    is exhausted. In case of feedback connection (2

nd
 level of  -block) the 

adder’s value   is transmitted to the appropriate input of the same neuron for the next iteration by    until     . Let us 

note that the copying of  -blocks makes possible the parallel calculation of matrices   and/or  . As it is pointed in Fig.1 

the calculation of the assessment    
( )

 for a 2
nd

 level neuron happens under         |  
 
| and the last calculated value 

   
    |  

 
| is needed   -part of the assessment     . The initial value    

( )
  , for all    . 

Then all outputs from 2
nd

 level neuron’s stratification entering to the “1”-weighted inputs of 3
rd

 level neuron (sepa-

rate class), where the assessment     is calculated at the adder. This assessment     equal to the value of the assessment 

of the operator from model   (by Zhuravlev’s operator) for object       for class    

                                                           
1 term epoch is conditional and has been taken from classical theory for our convenience 

 

       -block. 
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     ∑  (  ) ∑   
 (       )

        

 (   ) ∑  (  ) ∑   
 (       )  

       ̅ 

 

                          

                                     

 ∑  (  ) ∑   
 (       )

       
 
 

 

                              

and     according our agreement has to be from segment       . Note, that the values of matrix elements for any opera-

tors from algebra   also have to be from the same interval       ..The assign of all parameters mentioned above for 

  (    
 ) depends on whether the   (    

 ) is an  -regular task (see point 3 beneath). 

3 Correctness of algebra   with  -operators from  

  { (            )} over  -regular p. r. tasks 

Let     sets (   ) and  (   )     , if     and  (   )     , if    . Let for any task   (    
 )  

  the next trivial restrictions hold: 

I.          (                 ) i.e. classes pairwise differs from each other and  

II.        , i.e. training dataset and test dataset do not intersected.  

Let any non-empty system   {  } ,    {       }  has fixed. Note, it could be    {       }     

{{ } { }   { }} or       . Now no restrictions put on    but trivial ones from above. As for restrictions on parame-

ters    ,     of the decision rule   , besides          , for our aims it is enough to restrict the parameters    

      ,          , namely:    (    )  ⁄ ,      . 

So task   (    
 ) is  -regular, if: 

1) for any pair classes      (           ) exists object    (     ), and set     and feature 

      
                                                              

                                                                        ⋃   

    

       
   

. 

2) for any pair          (      ) exists object      and set     and feature     : 

 

 )       ⋃   

    

           

  

                                                               b)   (      )    (       ). 

 

Let   is the set of  -regular tasks under given  . Essentially the choice of   determines both non-zero values of 

synaptic weights for any      of  -block’s inputs and moreover determines the set   -regular tasks itself. 

Underline that these conditions 1), 2) are the sufficient conditions for construction of the algorithm     in algebra  , 

which gives exact solution for any   -regular p. r. task   . 

4 Conclusion 

In the paper the new non-classical 3D NN which is part of the combined recognition model with appropriate com-

putational complexity and the model itself are constructed. The proposed construction is based on both a special opera-

tor (Zhuravlev’s operator) and on calculations in the algebra   that allows us to state a problem of correctness of net-

work’s solutions in terms of the solvability of the inverse problem for the operator equation that tradeoffs with general 

operator theory. In the combined model the constructed NN ( -block) performs calculations at the “bottom” level. Fur-

ther calculations are performed via algebraic operations which do not increase essentially the total complexity of the 

calculations. The found conditions allow to prove the correctness of the algebra of recognizing algorithms over  -

regular tasks. The same conditions are the conditions of solvability for operator equation     ,    {  }. Among 

interesting applications for the proposed model and approach  there is the problem of program segmentation [5], that is 

the discrete extreme NP-hard problem in memory management field. 
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Abstract. A wide range of websites in World Wide Web are deemed invalid as they do not adhere to the HTML 

standards defined under W3C. Websites which are not well-formed may cause performance degradation for some ap-

plications and poses compatibility issues with some browsers. Furthermore, it is harder to render a malformed 

webpage using state of the art web browsers. To validate a HTML page, a wide range of HTML document validation 

tools have been developed to validate HTML pages but these tools is not effective in a realm of dynamic web appli-

cations such as PHP due to its diversified and complex nature. These tools typically analyze PHP in a static manner 

which failed to provide meaningful accurate validation on real world applications. In this paper, we present a novel 

tool for validating dynamic PHP web application in a robust manner which takes into consideration the syntax as well 

as operation of PHP application. 

Keywords: Web Validation, Server Side Scripts, Dynamic Web Generation 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays, web applications have become a crucial element in the society. A website must be interactive, dynamic, 

as well as capable of performing on-line transaction in order for it to strive in the competitive environment today. PHP 

was designed to cater for such requirement and has been an Internet programming language of choice for such a long 

time. As a matter of fact, according to TIOBE Programming Community Index, it is the 4th most popular programming 

language in the world. [1] 

In order to guarantee the growth of high-quality and robust web applications, a collection of standards have been laid 

out by the World Wide Consortium (W3C). One of the criterions for having a superior web application is the markup 

validity, which includes the adherence to official DTD for HTML 4.01 or XHTML 1.0 of a web document in HTML as 

well as other client-side markup web languages with respect to their respective grammar, vocabulary and syntactical 

rules. 

Despite the fact that state-of-the-art web browsers are capable of handling the parsing and rendering of malformed 

HTML web documents, a number of bugs or defects in web applications cannot be identified easily every time because 

of the dynamic nature of PHP web applications. One of the ways that could facilitate the process of identifying bugs and 

debugging during the development state is to check for HTML validation errors. In a survey conducted by W3C, a large 

number of web professionals mentioned that HTML validation errors are the first thing they check whenever then en-

counter scripting or web styling bug. This is because most of the time, errors found are not handled in a similar fashion 

by different software on different platforms, hence resulting difficulties in applying or styling the layout in a consistent 

manner. 

Web applications that adhere to official DTD for HTML 4.01 or XHTML 1.0 set by W3C are easier to maintain and 

grow regardless whether maintenance and growth are performed by the same developers because the standards such as 

HTML and CSS are a form of “coding-style” that has been agreed upon internationally. 

To appreciate the significance of markup validity for Web documents, a number of organizations as well as individu-

als have developed HTML validators to check for the conformance of official DTD for HTML and XHTML. A handful 

of them also provide automatic support for fixing markup errors to convert a malformed HTML document into a well-

formed one that adhere to HTML grammar and syntax. 

Unfortunately, these tools do not address the new challenges in web development because it only functions well on 

static HTML pages. First challenge in current web development is that the client-side HTML documents are often gen-

erated at run time from the server-side codes. These server-side codes are written in different languages, for instance 

PHP. The HTML code is embedded within the string literals or the values of variables in the PHP server-side code. 

Furthermore, these HTML codes are often scattered in multiple locations across various server pages. This is especially 

true when the web application follows the Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture. Most importantly, since differ-

ent client pages are produced at run time by server-side codes, it is challenging for the web developer to manually map 

the buggy segment of code(s) back to the server-side code for any validation error found and reported. 

Dynamic web applications such as PHP produce interactive web pages where structures, layout and content are made 

dynamically during runtime depending on user response and behavior as well as contextual condition where a system is 

capable of demonstrating. As a matter of fact, professionally developed and tested PHP web applications encompass 

multiple faults which can only be discovered through unprecedented application behavior. Due to this reason, in an 
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ideal environment, validation is needed for all execution path web documents that are generated in an ad-hoc manner in 

a PHP application. 

2 Related Work 

Current techniques in PHP applications employ static analysis and target security vulnerabilities such as SQL injec-

tion, Cross-Site Request Forgery (CRSF), Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) and etc. Artiz et al. proposed an approach for 

discovering HTML faults in PHP web application that depends on integration of concrete as well as symbolic execu-

tion. [8] Unfortunately, their tool is not available for public access. Minamide developed a static analysis for discover-

ing HTML malformedness faults in PHP applications. Unfortunately, this tool yields a higher overhead for checking 

discrepancy between regular expression and context-free languages with an expensive algorithm. Firstly, Minamide’s 

analysis tool estimate the string output of program against a context-free grammar. Then it locates unclosed tags by 

intersecting this grammar with the regular expression of matched pairs of delimiters (open/closed tags). [9] 

Wassermann et al introduces a concolic testing tool for PHP which is hinge on Minamide’s PHP static analyzer. It 

utilizes a finite state transducers and a distinctively designed constraint solver. Wassermann suggest an automated anal-

ysis technique which targets security vulnerabilities as a result from injecting malicious strings into SQL commands.[7] 

Xie and Aiken construct an analogous analysis but traded off some precision for scalability thought the usage of block 

and function summaries. A genuine 3-tier architecture to acquire information at decreasing levels of granularity at intra-

block, intraprocedural and interprocedural level is incorporated in their analysis. Such architecture makes it possible to 

manage and deal with distinctive dynamic features to scripting languages such as dynamic typing and code inclusion. 

[10] Javonovicet. al. contemplate the issue of vulnerable web applications in terms of the analysis of static source code. 

They implemented Pixy for identifying cross-site scripting vulnerabilities in PHP scripts. 

Since most of the work that has been done previously concentrated on static analysis as well as security vulnerabili-

ties of PHP applications, our tool distinct from the others in several aspects. First, our tool is able to validate HTML 

Tags at PHP scripts level. Validating PHP scripts is a non trivial task as it is highly dynamic and therefore it is harder to 

predict the flow of execution in PHP scripts to generate HTML codes during run time. Secondly, due to the enormous 

and wide range of libraries and tools provided by PHP language, it is very hard for users to formulate validation tech-

niques to validate dynamic PHP scripts, as the possibilities for generating HTML codes are far greater than HTML 

codes. Finally, since validation is carried out at PHP scripts level, one may need to consider for PHP plugins and their 

relevant supporting files, unlike HTML codes, which is plainly HTML Tags and front end scripts such as Javascripts, 

and CSS. For all these reasons, we are able to develop a novel PHP validation tool which could robustly validate PHP 

scripts, taking into considerations all the factors mentioned previously. To the best of our knowledge, our tool is the 

first tool to validate PHP scripts. Our PHP validation tool is certainly useful for the design of future HTML Validation 

Tool. 

3 PHP Web Applications 

Overview 

 

This section gives an overview of PHP scripting language. PHP is an open source server-side scripting language that 

is specifically tailored for web development which can also be used as a general-purpose programming language. Un-

like Java, PHP can be used as a general-purpose programming language because it’s not Object-Oriented (OO). As 

compared to its competitor ASP server side script engine and languages, PHP is installed on more than 20 million web-

sites and 1 million web servers. [5] User interaction can only occur in a back-and-forth fashion (server replies with pag-

es generated at runtime based on requests sent by users) since PHP code is triggered when a page is requested from the 

server. 

One of the techniques used by PHP in devising user interactivity is through HTML forms. Users are able to send data 

to the server in a convenient manner through web forms, which makes the entire web application much more interac-

tive. Depending on the method use in the form, which in turn influence the request method used by the browser, these 

data can be retrieved with the $_GET and $_POST super global arrays. 

To illustrate how data is passed, consider the following form: 

 

<form action=“process.php” method=“post”> 

 <input type=“text” name= “firstName”> 

 <input type=“text” name= “lastName”> 

</form> 

 

As shown above, the value can be referenced as $_POST[‘firstName’] and $_POST[‘lastName’]. However, if ‘get’ is 

being used as the method, data is passed as the query string of the URL instead of the content of the request, where the 

value can only be reference with $_GET[‘firstName’] and $_GET[‘lastName’]. Apart from $_POST and $_GET, PHP 
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provides other arrays such as $_REQUEST, $_COOKIE, $_SERVER, $_SESSION and etc which composing all useful 

information about an http request. 

Strength and Weakness 

 

A number of leading benefits that PHP has to offer are as follows. Firstly, since PHP is a server-side scripting lan-

guage, any PHP code embedded in a file is executed by a PHP interpreter at runtime. With such feature, it maintains the 

actual source code of the web application in a secure manner as end user does not see the source code as they do with 

client-side scripting such as JavaScript. Secondly, it can be deployed on most web servers(Apache, IIS, Zend, Xampp, 

Wamp and etc) across a wide range of operating systems as well as platforms (Windows, Linux, Unix, Mac OS X and 

etc). Thirdly, PHP has support for over 20 relational database management systems (RDBMS) including MySQL, Ora-

cle as well as Ms Access, just to name a few. Apart from that, PHP provided by PHP Group is completely free where a 

complete collection of source codes can be downloaded from its official page, www.php.net for developers to build, 

customize and extend for their own use. Moreover, PHP eliminates client configuration problems because there is no 

need to worry whether client has the appropriate software installed on their side, since the web application runs seem-

ingly on the server side. 

On the other hand, PHP poses some weaknesses which are yet to be resolved in recent releases. Such weaknesses are 

as follows. Firstly error handling in PHP is still primitive as it does not provide sufficient detail to help diagnose errors 

that occurs within the framework. [2] Such common errors can only be improved by intercepting its condition and 

providing a redirection for common HTTP status codes such as 404 Not Found by the web server. Furthermore, a num-

ber of core modules of PHP are not thread safe, and because of this PHP Group doesn’t recommend running PHP on 

Apache 2 server in a multithreaded environment. [3] Additionally, PHP has a hard time handling Unicode, which is a 

industry standard for representing and handling text expressed in most of the world’s writing systems. However, such 

trivial feature remains one of the enhancements to be implemented for PHP 6 [4] 

Version History 

 

The first version of PHP/FI, was known as Personal Homepage Tools/Form Interpreter, was a collection of Perl 

scripts in 1995. One of its basic features was Perl-like language for handling form submission. [5][11] A rewrite came 

with PHP/FI2 somewhere in 1997, when PHP/FI was revealed to be not as powerful as it seemed due to the lack of 

many common features, for instance, the way while loops were implemented. When PHP3 was released, it also came 

along with a new name, Hypertext Preprocessor and implemented a new extension API which made it possible to sup-

port extra extensions.[11] In the late 1998, PHP 4 was introduced which came with a new paradigm of “compile first, 

execute later”. In terms of performance, it was so much better than that of PHP 3 because it compiles PHP scripts into 

machine code (instead of byte code) which will then be executed by Zend Engine. However, it comes with a tiny issue 

in terms of backward compatibility.[5][11] In 2004, PHP 5 was released, powered by the new Zend Engine II. One ma-

jor feature that was incorporated includes support for object-oriented programming with the PHP Data Object (PDO) 

extension. Apart from that, with the new SimpleXML extension, XML documents are made easier to be manipulated as 

compared to previously which put PHP5 on par or overtakes with other web technologies in some areas.[5] 

Strategy in Securing PHP Applications 

 

About 30% of all vulnerabilities listed on National Vulnerability Database are related to PHP. Such vulnerabilities 

are often resulted from not following best practice of programming rules, only 23 in year 2008, which was approximate-

ly 1% in total is caused by security flaws of the language itself. [5] Since security in PHP web application encompasses 

remote as well as local security concerns, it is indispensable for PHP developers to inculcate certain habits in order to 

make sure their web application are as secure as possible despite the security issues regarding the actual platform as 

well as operating systems. Such habits are described as follows. Firstly, a primary habit where a PHP developer should 

adopt is to validate the input data. Considering where your input data is going meticulously will allow you to build a 

robust and secure application. [6] 

4 Problem Formulation 

The architecture of PHP is different as compared to other commonly used web applications languages such as J2EE and 

ASP.NET. Nevertheless, it is a lot more complex as compared to static web pages and comprises more than just the 

front end graphical user interface that users see. Quality of PHP web applications are complex and remain as multidi-

mensional attribute since its functioning in a non-clustered environment. In order to improve the quality of PHP web 

applications, a number of aspects need to be vetted carefully. Nonetheless, this paper focuses on the quality of PHP 
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applications in terms of validity (adherence to official DTD for HTML 4.01 or XHTML 1.0 set by W3C) of HTML 

documents generated by it. Validating dynamic PHP web application is a non trivial task as it is difficult to predict the 

state and flow of the execution of PHP scripts for webpage generation. Secondly, unlike HTML tags which are tree 

based, the complexity provided by the PHP language is a lot more due to the functionalities and syntax available in that 

language. One could write a script which is recursive as well as write a nested loop which may eventually evaluate to 

further expressions, thus making it hard to represent it using a simple heuristic rule. 

5 Motivation 

Web applications currently make up one of the largest growth areas in software. PHP is one of the most widely used 

server-side programming language. A lot of platforms are built on PHP including Drupal, WordPress, Joomla, Magneto 

and etc. Web applications that are built on top of these platforms may have high amount of visitors navigating to their 

website, where each of them may be using different web browsers such as Mozilla Firefox, Safari, Internet Explorer, 

Google Chrome and etc. In order for the dynamically generated web documents to render properly across a wide spec-

trum of web browsers, it is vital for these documents to adhere to the official DTD for HTML 4.0.1 or XHTML 1.0 set 

by W3C. Unfortunately, there are still a lot of invalid websites in the World Wide Web. Apart from being motivated for 

improving the quality of PHP web applications, having a well-formed or valid HTML documents also portrays an aura 

of professionalism since there is little or almost no certification for web professionals. 

6 Proposed Solution 

 

In this paper, we proposed a novel PHP Validation Tool for dynamic web application. To validate HTML codes in 

PHP scripts, we need to check the opening and closing tags in PHP syntaxes. To achieve this, we need to study and 

examine carefully PHP language, particularly its data type, variables, methods, and classes. Our proposed solutions are 

divided into several fundamental steps. Details of these steps are described below: 

Step 1: Conversion of variables to their types 

 

Due to the fact that PHP language is not type safe, it is harder to determine the type of variables in PHP. Therefore, 

we develop a type conversion tool for each of the PHP variable. Type conversion tool is needed as knowing the type of 

variables in PHP will help us to determine the output of HTML tags through print command such as echo. Numeric 

variables are given the type of int, whereas variables with false or true content will be assigned Boolean type. On the 

other hand, variables with alphanumeric content will be assigned string type. We use List data structure to store all these 

variables with their associated types.   

Step 2: Logical and Condition Comparison  

 

Logical comparison in PHP occurs when for, while, and if statement is issued. For such a case, we check for logical 

operators such as <, >, &&, and ||. However, logical comparison in PHP is far more complicated than the usual simple 

logical comparison. PHP language supports nested logical comparisons, where logical operators are encapsulated within 

themselves. To handle this scenario, we use a stack data structure where operator such as ( and ) are pushed and popped 

when necessary. Whenever our tool encounters ‘(‘ character, we pushed the stack. Whenever a stack is popped due to 

the ‘)’ character, we evaluate the current logical condition of that operator and update the logical condition accordingly. 

This procedure is repeated recursively until the stack is empty. Checking the logical condition is important as it is nec-

essary to check the flow of the print statement (particularly those print statements that output HTML tags) in the logical 

statement.  

Step 3: Method Checking 

 

At the method level, all the attributes associated with methods are given due consideration for validation. This in-

cludes attributes such as return type, parameters, and variables passing. These attributes are given due attention as they 

contain important information related to HTML tags creation. A method may be called locally in a PHP file or it may be 

called across different classes. In the case of local method call, it may not be necessary to link the method to the calling 

class and duplicate method naming may create conflicts. On the other hand, it may be possible to call the same method 

name from different classes. For such a case, the calling class may have to be associated with the method in order to 

differentiate them.  
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Step 4: Object Level Validation 

 

For Object Level Validation, due considerations are given for the creation of local and global variables. Local varia-

bles are created at the method level, whereas global variables are created at the class level. Handling local and global 

variables are important as their values are changed at different level. Furthermore, it is possible to create two similar 

local variables within different scope in a method whereas global variable is allowed to be created once. We use the 

conversion type tool in Step 1 to convert variables declared locally and globally. A variable and method in a particular 

class may called different class located in different location. For such a case, a mapping and parameter passing to an-

other class is handled using the same convention provided in languages such as PHP, Java, and .NET. On the other 

hand, PHP provides feature where another PHP file can be included in a PHP file. To handle this scenario, we check for 

the PHP file associated with the include statement and have them included in the processing in the main PHP file. 

Step 5: Further handling of variables 

   Since PHP language is not type safe, it is therefore difficult to parse the PHP files. A developer may accidently 

omit ; statement in his codes and PHP is still able to render and call the appropriate functions correctly. PHP also does 

not differentiate ‘ and “ characters, which is widely used in String statement. This is a huge disadvantage as one is not 

able to determine whether a string of characters are actually a PHP statement or a collection of more than one PHP 

statements. In order to parse through the PHP codes effectively, we first screen through the existing PHP files and de-

termine the variables, methods, and objects creation. Every variables, methods, and objects creation are stored in a list. 

Variables are stored in a list which is a reference to the methods list. The method list, on the other hand, is stored in the 

object list. When a PHP codes are parsed, we use this list to determine the number of statements.    

7 Experimental Tests 

We conduct our experimental tests on a wide range of datasets. We collect a sample of 200 pages from the deep web 

repositories. Due to the fact that our system is the first to validate PHP scripts, we are not able to benchmark our system 

against other state of the art systems. Secondly, our system needs to validate against PHP scripts, not static HTML pag-

es. For such a case, special attention is taken to collect data from sites which contain server side scripts written in PHP. 

To measure the effectiveness of our algorithm, we use precision and recall which are formulated as follows: 

 

Recall=Correct/Actual*100 

Precision=Correct/Extracted*100 

 

Correct depicts the number of pages correctly validated. Actual is the actual number of pages to be validated. Ex-

tracted depicts the number of pages validated.  

As shown in Table 1, our system is able to validate PHP scripts effectively. A number of PHP scripts failed to be val-

idated by our system due to the fact that they contain complicated loops for logic processing. Secondly, PHP scripts are 

not type safe, for some of the cases our validator fails to check for the type of variables correctly. Fortunately, our vali-

dator tool is able validate most of the PHP scripts successfully. Our validator works for nested loops and well defined 

scripts, and for some cases even scripts which has object level programming works well on our validator.    

  

Table 1 Experimental Tests 

Terms Our system 

Actual 200 

Extracted 195 

Correct 176 

Recall 88.00% 

Precision 90.26% 

8 Conclusions 

In this paper, we developed a novel PHP Validation Tool to validate dynamic web applications. To the best of our 

knowledge, our tool is the first tool to validate PHP scripts. Validating PHP scripts is a non trivial task due to the ambi-

guity and complexity presented in that language. Besides, the language lacks uniformity in its design. Validating PHP 

scripts requires careful consideration over the various syntaxes provided in that language. Dynamic web applications 

are useful as well formed HTML pages will be more compatible across browsers, and it is also easier to render a well 

formed HTML page. Our PHP validation tool is certainly useful for the design of future HTML Validation Tool.  
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Abstract. Research in Sentiment Analysis has shown rapid progress since late 90s. It is an important research area as 

analyzing user’s feedback is useful for business analysis, product comparison, counter intelligence, and poll prediction. 

Despite the rapid surge of Sentiment Analysis research, many unresolved research questions remain. One of the biggest 

concerns is the Semantic Gap, which involves translating machine understandable form to human understandable form. 

Though research has been carried out for machine to understand human language, it is still not capable to address the 

problem mentioned as human languages are diverse and complex. WordNet, for example, attempt to address this issue 

by incorporating large lexical database for English, with various functionalities to manipulate this database. Recently, 

WordNet provides multilingual support, which is very helpful to address the diverse human languages. In this paper, 

we propose a novel multilingual common ontology tool to analyze user’s feedback and opinion. Unlike other existing 

state of the art tools, our tool is capable of handling multi languages regardless of the webpage layout. Experimental 

results show that our tool is highly efficient in analyzing opinion from social networking sites.     

Keywords: Sentiment Analysis, Ontology, WordNet 

1 Introduction 

With our accelerated progression on the path towards technological advancement involving the World Wide Web and 

all things online and digital, the thought process of internet users which contribute to their respective actions on the 

internet becomes relatively important as information in dealing and processing potential behaviors of particular groups 

of the community. In order to tap into the useful resource of “what the people think”, a different form of data mining is 

put into motion, known specifically as opinion mining. In collaboration with the mining of opinions available online, an 

analysis is also conducted on the sentimental value of the opinion-based data. The combination of the two mentioned 

techniques produces the resulting opinion mining and sentiment analysis, which many researchers as well as business 

parties may consider amongst one of the fundamental process in an overall data mining sequence or data extraction pro-

cedure. 

To aid in business decision-making processes, opinion mining and sentiment analysis is a tool which can, and is cur-

rently, being used not only because of its usefulness in achieving the desired results of allowing businesses and organiza-

tions to react accordingly to the business’ range of target market, but it is also relatively convenient to obtain or find the 

information that is required and being targeted for this process. With personal experiences and detailed opinions widely 

available and viewed by public eyes, any stranger who demands these information may freely access them, provided that 

the appropriate sites are being utilized. Furthermore, motivation for an increase involvement surrounding the mentioned 

analysis process has also been ongoing in recent years. This is mainly due to the fact that an increase in opinion expres-

sions online began leading to the awareness of its importance in an effort to understanding society, as well as its relation 

to the general public’s need for constant information. 

Besides, by being consistently reliant on recommendations and advice found online, the interest of internet users are 

easily affected. With this knowledge in mind, a majority of business vendors are now beginning to opt to pay attention to 

these previously dismissed influences. Plus, with increasingly better info-access systems being built as accessible tech-

nology advances, additional audiences are now reachable to business corporations, whereby consumer sentiment are now 

readily available to be automatically analyzed and put to good use for the better of a particular business. For example, 

products and services offered by a business may be created or altered accordingly to suit the views perceived by the 

consumers, as understood by the company based on the opinion mining and sentiment analysis conducted on the commu-

nity as a whole. 

Nevertheless, to conduct a proper sentiment analysis, certain challenges must be faced, wherein it is unavoidable when 

the processing of subjective data is involved. Even with the use of systems or applications which are catered to perform 

the analysis process, it is still an issue when an opinion-oriented query is presented by a user and a relevant reply of a 

similar topic has to be returned. The problem intensifies when taking into consideration the fact that entire documents 

may not be a suitable response to a query, but instead merely a portion is necessary as only a section of the page may 

contain opinionated material. In the case of review-aggregation sites, the review-oriented data are usually displayed in a 

format that is stereotypical of review-aggregation sites, thus making it a comparatively easy data to perform mining. 

However, not all sites are optimally formatted as mentioned. Instead, not only are the subjective content vary greatly, but 

other factors may cause the opinion mining procedure to be even more complex, with different layouts and grammatical 
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issues having to be taken into serious consideration at all times. Plus, the process of identifying the overall sentiment 

based on posted content by internet users becomes seemingly harder when the analysis of free-form text is required, since 

specific opinion, features, aspects, items and topics have to be identified and classified, which could be relatively difficult 

to accomplish. 

Moreover, other than the need for data to be prevalent before conducting the sentiment analysis, the end result after 

the procedure is as equally important. The presentation of the sentiment information has to be in the form of a summary, 

in order for easy understanding and to allow for further manipulation down the business processing line. Although textual 

summaries are most common in terms of summarizing data, visualization may be more suitable when it comes to the case 

of this particular form of analysis. 

2 Related Work 

In order to understand the importance of individual opinion and the sentimental characteristics of material on the World 

Wide Web, surveys have been conducted to gain a better overview on the subject. Based on two separate surveys [4][8] 

done in year 2007 and 2008 respectively, involving over 2000 adults, it has been determined that among the frequent 

users of the internet, approximately 80% of them admits to conducting research online to search for additional information 

on products online, whereby 20% of them confirms to doing so on a regular basis. On the other hand, 73% to 87% online 

review readers have stated that reviews which they come across online are capable of influencing their decision regarding 

particular purchases. Furthermore, the individuals which have been involved in the surveys had also indicated that they 

are more than willing to pay anywhere from 20% more to double the price for a publicly rated 5 star rated item, as 

compared to a 4 star rated product. Plus, 32% have claimed to have personally provided a rating online, with 20% claiming 

to having posted online reviews or comments. 

In 2007, Horrigan’s survey showed that a majority of American internet users had claimed to have had a positive 

experience when conducting researching efforts on particular products online [8]. However, 58% also claimed that certain 

information are relatively difficult to find, confusing, and sometimes even overwhelming to them. Together with Raine, 

Horrigan later conducted another survey, mainly focusing on the effects of sentiment in respects to the political field [10]. 

By studying 2,500 American adults, Rainie and Horrigan have discovered that at least 60 million individuals have used 

the convenience of the internet to accumulate information as well as to exchange point of views in regards to the 2006 

election campaigns. Of the individuals surveyed, 28% had stated that they do so in order to obtain an insight from the 

people residing within their own community, whereas 34% wished to reach out to those outside of their community for 

perspective. Overall, a total of 8% of the people who was surveyed claimed to have posted a political commentary based 

on their point of view of the matter. 

Nevertheless, there were already projects conducted in the early years, which has shown interest in sentiment analysis, 

as well as the process of opinion mining, as seen in the works done by Carbonell [5], as well as by Wilks and Bien [16]. 

Another related writing was done by Wiebe in 1994 [6]. Wiebe’s work revolved around the private state subjectivity, 

which was the main topic of the study published by Banfield, a literary theorist [1]. As defined by Quirk et al. the men-

tioned state refers to states which are not available for verification or observation [12]. 

After the WWW conference in 2003, there was a significant increase in the overall popularity and recognition of the 

term “opinion mining” in regards to areas relating to information retrieval as well as web search activities, which can be 

seen in a writing done by Dave et al. during the time [9]. In the paper, Dave et al. explains that in the case of an opinion 

mining tool, the optimal outcome of the tool would be to “process a set of search results for a given item, generating a list 

of product attributes (quality, features, etc.) and aggregating opinions about each of them (poor, mixed, good)” [9]. How-

ever, Liu later defined the term in a comparatively wider sense, which included various forms of evaluative text analysis 

[2]. 

In 2001, Das and Chen, with a fascination for market sentiment analysis, had produced papers which made use the 

term “sentiment” as referring to the automatic analysis of evaluative text, not to mention the tracking of decisions which 

are predictive [14]. The study by Tong also portrayed a similar understanding [13]. In the following year, more papers 

were published during the Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP) annual conference, as well as 

the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL) annual meeting, by Pang et al. [3] and Turney [11]. Yi et al. [7], 

and Nasukawa and Yi [15], then went on to publish papers each in 2003, whereby the papers were titled as “Sentiment 

Analyzer: Extracting sentiments about a given topic using natural language processing techniques” and “Sentiment anal-

ysis: Capturing favorability using natural language processing” respectively. From the publications conducted during 

these years, it can be seen that the term “sentiment analysis” has been used in league with that of the phrase “opinion 

mining”, not to mention the justification behind the term’s popularity within the indicated community. 

3 Problem Formulation 

Research in sentiment analysis is a non trivial task. First of all, it is certainly difficult to analyze the language written by 

human being as the language is highly ambiguous. Secondly, an internet user may write his content in broken language, 

this is particularly true in recent days as statistics shown that most users, if not all, prefer to write broken English in their 

blogs, comments, as well as posts due to the shorter time required. Third, there exist no standard convention to represent 
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all the human languages currently exist in this world. English for example, does not have a specific grammar, and lexical 

rules to parse its words though it’s the most commonly used language in this world. Finally, existing ontology tools are 

still yet to be able to handle the complexity of human languages efficiently. These tools, though they are able to process 

the semantic properties of data well and have various support for multilingual and upper ontology, are still incapable to 

process the vast representation of a particular language. English language for example, can be written in many other 

forms, such as broken language, and it can be used to mix with other existing languages as well, which current ontology 

tools are incapable of handling.      

4 Motivation 

Inspired by the various enhancements and the rapid progress of WordNet research, we hope to fully utilize the function-

alities provided by WordNet to efficiently analyze the opinion written by many internet users. Given the multilingual 

support of WordNet and the wide coverage of most of the languages existed in this world, we develop a tool which can 

analyze the semantic meaning of data regardless of the languages. In other words, our tool is capable of performing 

sentiment analysis regardless of the languages written. Due to the fact that our tool has multilingual support, it is certainly 

feasible to analyze opinion written in broken language or a mixture of languages. We develop a FlexSpell tool, which can 

auto correct a word which is wrongly spelled, using lexical analyzer and context free grammar, and able to link sentences 

written in different languages into a single contextual forms.     

5 Proposed Solution 

Preliminary stage  

 

To analyze the feedback from an online forum or social networking sites effectively, we need a powerful and efficient 

sentiment analysis tool. After a thorough study and investigation, we have decided to adopt common ontology WordNet 

as our approach. Before sentiment analysis is carried out, we need to collect sample pages which contain users’ opinion 

and feedback. We gather this data from blogs, forums, and social networking sites. Then, we use ICE Browser to parse 

through the sample pages and constructs DOM Tree as well as obtaining visual information. Once we have construct 

DOM Tree with the visual information, we segment the webpages into their respective segments using the method in []. 

Then, we locate the text nodes and obtain the text information. The text is then tokenized into words. The words are then 

stemmed to their root word, and spelled check. After the spell checking and stemming are carried out, we then stored the 

words in a list for further processing. 

 

First Stage of Sentiment Analysis     

 

We use the list of keywords to determine the semantic properties of text data in the webpage. First, we match keywords 

with nearly identical meaning in their contents. To achieve this, we use the WordNet similarity measure to match two 

keywords and if they are 75% similar, they are considered as semantically matched. We then stored keywords which 

contain similar semantic properties. Some text contains word disambiguation. For example, the word “interest” in the 

sentences “Interest in book” and “High interest rate in bank” are having entirely different meaning. For such a case, we 

use Adapted Lesk algorithm to differentiate the meaning between these two keywords. Adapted Lesk algorithm detects 

the semantic of two similar keywords by checking their neighboring words and matched those neighboring keywords 

with WordNet similarity check. Since the two sentences mentioned previously have highly dissimilar keywords (e.g. 

book, bank), it is concluded that the two sentences are not semantically similar. The procedure of matching keywords is 

then repeated for the remaining of the webpage text content.   

 

Second Stage of Sentiment Analysis 

 

After determining the semantic properties of the text content, we try to determine the polarization of the text by measuring 

them using a scale. Determining the polarity of an opinion and fitting them into a given scale is a non trivial task as an 

opinion written by users are rather specific to the writer and it is also subjective in nature. To validate our approach, we 

benchmark our technique against human labeled test. Details of this experiment will be discussed in the experimental 

section. To determine the polarization, we used a scale of 1-5 as the benchmark. It is assumed that a score of 5 will 

indicate a very positive feedback from the user while a scale of 1 indicates a very negative feedback from the users. The 

polarization is determined at two stages and levels, they are page level and topic specific level. To determine the page 
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level polarization is a fairly task whereas the topic specific level polarization requires much more effort. This is because 

we need to determine the boundary of a particular topic under discussion. A topic boundary may not necessary be under 

a <div> tag, they may be bounded by other tags such as <iframe> or <table>. Even they are bounded by <div> tag, a page 

may contain nested <div> tags where one of the <div> tag may contain the topic under discussion, therefore making it 

complicated for the proposed method to locate the desired tag. We deal with page level polarization first. For page level 

polarization, we check all the keywords with similar semantic properties mentioned in the previous section. Then, we 

check for supporting keywords such as “very”, “not”, etc, which may lead to different polarization score if found. A user 

may write and post his comments using different keywords. In fact the opinion posted by the users varies from page to 

the topic under discussion. The opinions written by two users may contain similar keywords, but they may be entirely 

different in meaning due to the presence of supporting keywords. To validate the disambiguation of these opinions, we 

use Adapted Lesk algorithm to check whether two sentences are similar.          

 

Third Stage of Sentiment Analysis 

 

The method we used previously does not cater for other languages other than English. To date, there exist numerous 

webpages written in different languages. The earlier version of WordNet caters only for English language. Recently, 

research is carried out where support for other languages has been incorporated into WordNet. This is a significant ad-

vantage to our work as multilingual support provided by WordNet can be used to analyze the semantic properties of text 

data written in various languages. To check for semantic similarity between keywords written in other languages, we need 

to implement the similarity methods in WordNet to cater for other languages. Fortunately, it is not difficult to map the 

implementation of Word Matching in English to that of other languages of WordNet as the functionalities provided by 

WordNet across other languages are almost similar though the accuracy returned by all these different methods may not 

be exactly similar. For example, a match between Cat and Dog in English WordNet nay return 75% similar while that of 

Chinese WordNet may return 73% similar. Once we have implemented all the similarity check methods for WordNet 

written in other languages, we repeat the similarity check procedure used previously.  

 

Fourth Stage of Sentiment Analysis 

 

Once we have determine the polarity of all the text content in a webpage, we need to prepare a brief report so that this 

information could be used for further analysis. We adopt XML format to store the analysis of our results as it is a widely 

adopted standard used by many researchers in this field. The format for storing our analysis consists of relevant infor-

mation such as name, title, polarity, and conclusion made.   

6 Experimental Tests 

 

We conduct our experimental tests on a wide range of datasets. We collect a random sample of 200 pages from the 

deep web repositories. The sample pages are collected across a wide range of domains, such as blogs, forums, social 

networking sites, and online forums. We measure the effectiveness of our algorithm using precision and recall which are 

formulated as follows: 

 

Recall=Correct/Actual*100 

Precision=Correct/Extracted*100 

 

Correct depicts the number of pages where the opinion are correctly mined. Actual is the actual number of pages 

containing mined opinions. Extracted depicts the number of pages with their opinion mined.  

As shown in Table 1, our sentiment analysis tool achieves high accuracy both in terms of precision and recall for 

mining opinion from web pages. Unlike other existing techniques, our tool is able to handle webpages written in different 

languages. Our tool is also capable of handling webpages written in broken languages. This is because we use multilingual 

WordNet and spell checker to determine the semantic properties of data in the web pages. Our tool failed to mine opinion 

from some of the web pages. For example, some webpages contain non text related information such as scripts, and flash, 

where our tool is not able to handle due to its dynamic and non readable format.            
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Table 1 Experimental Tests 

Terms Our system 

Actual 200 

Extracted 191 

Correct 182 

Recall 91.00.% 

Precision 95.28% 

7 Conclusions 

In this paper, we have address the problem of mining opinion from webpages. The problem of opinion mining is a non 

trivial task and researcher has since proposed various solutions to overcome these challenges. Solving the problem opinion 

mining can lead to several key advantages. First of all, commercial and industrial companies are obviously in great need 

to obtain user’s feedback regarding their products. Secondly, opinion mining is certainly useful for counter intelligence 

activities due to its highly accurate method of obtaining user’s communication over the web. Finally, it can also be used 

for poll prediction and analysis, where polling candidates are able to obtain invaluable information regarding their oppos-

ing candidates strength and weaknesses. We have successfully develop a novel multilingual ontology method to mine 

opinion from webpages. Our tool is not only effective in mining diverse data which occurred in numerous layout, but also 

able to extract opinion written in various languages. Our tool is certainly useful for data which is of diverse format and 

layout written in various languages.     
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Abstract. Video Inpainting is an interesting and active subject in image and video processing. The objective of video 

inpainting techniques is the reconstruction of the missing holes after object removal in an unnoticeable form. Current 

video inpainting techniques are in general computationally complex due to the extensive search to find the most 

similar patch to fill in the missing frames. Moreover, unsatisfactory results appear when the missing hole is large. In 

this paper, we study various video inpainting techniques with respect to the quality of results and processing time. 

Furthermore, we conduct a comparative study between four techniques on the same video scenes and hardware. 

Strengths and drawbacks of each technique are discussed based on the open challenges. 

Keywords: Video inpainting; Video Completion; Object Removal; Texture Synthesis. 

1 Introduction 

Image and video inpainting are open research topics in image and video processing since 2000 because of their 

powerful ability to fill in the damaged areas. Old videos are usually subject to degradation due to natural deterioration 

such as bad environment, dust and dirt, scratches from repeated projections or water damage. In parallel to natural 

deterioration, the degradation may be caused also by deliberate object removal, compression or damaged blocks from 

transmission. These degradations may create large damaged hole in many successive frames. The purpose of video 

inpainting is generating an inpainted area that is merged into the video so that visual coherence is maintained 

throughout and no distortion in the affected area observed to the human when the video played [1-3].  

Sequences and videos have advantages compared to a standalone image. Missing information in the damaged area 

can be recovered if it is present in at least one of the other frames. Video inpainting methods are well suitable and 

reliable for critical applications where the missing information must be filled with none other than the correct data. 

Video inpainting techniques are considered as most challenging compared to image inpainting techniques due to the 

huge number of video data to be restored, object and camera motion, occlusion, lighting variation, and the maintenance 

of spatial and temporal consistency between video frames [4-6]. 

There are several applications for image and video inpainting techniques related to image and video editing and film 

post production, recovering lost blocks in wireless image and video transmission, image and video logo and text 

removal, repairing line scratches, completing spikes and blotch in old films. Other applications include annotation 

removal from medical and military sequences and video. In addition to that, removing person or large object from video 

scene is one of the necessary applications when capturing film in public locations [7]. 

In this paper, we discuss various video inpainting techniques followed by comparative study between four recent 

video inpainting methods. The four methods are applied on the same videos as well as the same machine. The 

advantages and disadvantages of each method are introduced. The remaining part of the paper is organized as it follows. 

Section 2 gives a general overview of the related video inpainting techniques. In section 3 we introduce the four 

techniques that are used in the comparison. Section 4 illustrates the experimental results to evaluate the strengths and 

drawbacks of each method. Finally the conclusion is drawn in section 5. 

2 Related Work 

One of the first efforts for video inpainting is made by Bertalmio et al [8]. The authors considered only the spatial 

information in video and performed the inpainting on a frame by frame by using the method of Partial Differential 

Equations (PDE) in [9]. It works well in small structured holes, but fails to inpaint large regions in a video and does not 

utilize the temporal information. In addition to that, it is very time consuming. Vidhya and Valarmathy [10] extended 

the exemplar based image inpainting method in [11] by using patch sparsity in spatio-temporal domain to inpaint frame 

by frame. In [12-15] the authors introduced video inpainting methods for only logo and text removal. Histogram energy 

analysis and simplified version of image inpainting method in [9] are used in Yan et al [12]. Tensor based gradient is 

used in [13]. An artificial neural network is applied in [14] to improve texture reconstruction after text removal. Mosleh 

et al [15] proposed automatic text removal method based on bandlet transform. These methods are working well only on 
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small damaged region but fail to inpaint large damaged region like person or large object removal. 

Jia et al [16] proposed a video repairing method that aims to challenging the presence of occlusions in static and 

moving camera scene. Mean shift tracking, holography blending and 3D tensor voting are used to extend their image 

repairing method in [17] to maintain the temporal coherence and avoid flickering. In [18] the same authors introduced a 

video repairing under variable illuminations to handle the lighting problem. Both of them fail to handle the shadow of 

the damaged moving object. Zhang et al [19] presented a video inpainting based on graph cut. Video frames are divided 

into different non-overlapping motion layers. Each layer is repaired separately based on image inpainting method. The 

known motion parameters are used to propagate the inpainted information to the other frames. After that, all layers are 

combined to produce the final inpainted video. It works well if the layers are correctly estimated.  

Jain and Narayanan [20] proposed an indoor video inpainting method based on feature tracking to obtain the 

dominant motion between frames. The motion layer of the input video is segmented into component planes by using 

geometry of intersecting planes instead of dense motion segmentation. The homography corresponding to each hole 

pixel is used to warp a frame in the future or past for filling. It fails to inpaint multiple planes scenes and cannot handle 

outdoor scenes. Shih et al [6] proposed an exemplar based video inpainting method for static and moving camera. The 

video frames are divided into an intrinsic and extrinsic motion layer by using 4SS block based motion estimation. 

Improved exemplar based method in [11] is used to inpaint the missing area in each layer by updating the data term in 

match strategy. It produces less ghost shadow compared to other methods. It can only handle videos that have consistent 

luminance and stable camera motion.  

Tang et al [1] introduced a video inpainting technique to repair old damaged films. It starts with normalizing the 

poor quality video frames by averaging the intensity. Local and global motion estimation is used to construct the motion 

map. A motion completion stage is used to repair the damaged motion information to obtain more reference data from 

the video frames. A frame completion stage is applied to the damaged areas by using patch pasting and frame 

adjustment. Visual defects appear if the damaged area is large and shadows of undesired objects cannot be removed. 

Mosleh et al [21] pioneered a video inpainting approach based on bandlet transform and exemplar based method in [11]. 

Bi-layer video segmentation method is performed to separate the moving objects from the background. A precise 

optimization in Bandlet transform is used to complete the damaged background after removing the object of interest. 

The image inpainting approach in [11] is performed to inpaint the occluded part in the moving foreground. It produces 

satisfying results only for small damaged region but takes more time due to the search strategy in the whole frames.  

3 Video Inpainting Techniques 

In this section we discuss two state-of-art video inpainting methods, and two recently developed methods that are used 

in our comparative study. The selection of the four methods is based on the commercialization, popularity, and quality 

aspects. The selected four methods are: 

 Space Time Video Inpainting 2007 [23]. 

 Constrained Camera Motion Inpainting 2007 [5]. 

 Object Based Video Inpainting 2009 [25]. 

 Scale Robust Video Inpainting 2012 [26].  

3.1 Space Time Video Inpainting 

Wexler et al [22] proposed a space-time video inpainting method for stationary camera as a global optimization 

problem. It takes into account the spatial and temporal dimensions. It solves the inpainting problem by sampling a set of 

spatial-temporal patches from other frames to fill in the missing data. It optimizes the patch search process at different 

resolution levels using spatio-temporal pyramids and nearest neighbor algorithms. The damaged parts in a frame are 

completed using different regions of the same video. In [23] the authors improve their work in [22] to handle structured 

and unstructured dynamic object and moving camera. The authors produce an image inpainting version from this 

method and this version is used in content aware fill in Adobe Photoshop. Exhaustive searching strategy for finding 

appropriate patches leads to high computational load. This method suffers from a ghost shadow on the inpainted results. 

Significant over-smoothing is observed as well. 

3.2 Constrained Camera Motion Inpainting 

Patwardhan et al [24] proposed a video completion method to remove moving object from static camera scene by 

adapting and extending the exemplar based method in [11]. Optical flow mask is given as input to determine the static 

and moving damaged pixels. Priority based temporal synthesis is used to repair the background after removing the 
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object from the nearest available frames. Priority based spatial filling is used after the temporal filling to fill in the 

remaining damaged area with static background. Partially damaged moving object from occlusion is completed frame 

by frame from the undamaged region of the video. The quality of the results is depended on the given motion 

confidence. It cannot handle completely occluded moving object. In addition to that, it takes more than 20 minutes to 

inpaint 70 frames scene. In [5] the authors extend their method in [24] to handle a video scene taken under constrained 

camera motion. It constructs three mosaics for background, foreground and the corresponding optical flow based on the 

motion vectors. The three constructed mosaics are used to inpaint the damaged region. This method works well under 

some constraints in the camera motion. It fails when the object changes in size.  

3.3 Object Based Video Inpainting 

Vijay et al [25] presented an object based video inpainting technique to handle limited camera motion and object 

occlusion. It separately completes the background and the foreground. Adaptive background replacement and the image 

inpainting method in [11] are used to complete the stationary background. The foreground object is formatted as an 

energy minimization problem. Dynamic programming and window-based dissimilarity are introduced to select the 

optimal candidates and improve the motion continuity by solving the minimization problem. This method reduced the 

complexity by filling the entire objects instead of patch by patch, but still takes more time. It can handle the object that 

varies in perspective and pose. Unnatural results appear when the object to be inpainted moves in non-repetitive motion 

or has a shadow. It supports only limited camera motion conditions. 

3.4 Scale Robust Video Inpainting 

Koochari and Soryani [26] proposed a scale robust video inpainting method to take into consideration the object that 

changes in scale. The method decomposes the input video into moving objects and background by using a codebook 

based method. Small and large mosaic images are constructed for each moving object. The mount of object scale 

changes is detected and rectified in all frames based on the small mosaic image. The partially and completely occluded 

objects are inpainted by using large patches from the large mosaic image. The inpainted objects in the large mosaic are 

returned to its original location and scale to construct the foreground frames. Exemplar based image inpainting in [11] is 

used to inpaint the background hole separately. The final output video is generated by combining the inpainted 

foreground and background. It produces satisfactory results and processing time compared to the other methods. The 

smooth transition is lacked when the object enters and exits from the occlusion area. 

4 Experimental Results 

There are numerous challenges to compare the video inpainting techniques. The first challenge is the lack of general 

dataset to measure and compare the quality of video inpainting techniques. The second challenge is the lack of video 

inpainting source code or implementation to compare the processing time in the same hardware. The third challenge is 

the absent of mathematical measures like PSNR to evaluate the quality of the inpainted results [2, 4, 25]. The quality of 

the results is based on human visual system. Therefore, the four comparative methods are tested on the same video 

frames for visual evaluation.  

Fig. 1 illustrates visual inpainting results between the compared methods. Visual artifacts are highlighted by red 

circle due to the partially and fully occluded area between the jumping girl and the object of interest. According to the 

visual quality of the results, the method in [26] looks visually acceptable compared to the other methods. Moreover, it 

can handle the objects that change in scale. Fig. 2 presents multiple objects removal from indoor video scene containing 

three walking persons. The objective is to inpaint the background and the occluded person after removing the two 

persons that walk from right to left. Artifact in the first frame and pose direction changes in the other frames are 

produced and highlighted by red circle by using the method in [25].  

Table 1 illustrates another qualitative comparison between the competing methods based on the open and challenging 

features. All the compared method are not able to handle the object shadow and non-periodic motion. Moreover, 

manual selection of the object to be removed is required by the user. In terms of dynamic background and camera 

motion challenges, space time methods in [22, 23] are better compared to the others.  The six methods are performed on 

Pentium 4 machine. The processing time of the methods in [22, and 23] are very high compared to the others. They take 

over 4 hours to inpaint 100 frames video. The other four methods take around tens of minutes as illustrated in table 2. 
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Fig. 1. Video inpainting comparison example. Original and masked frames are presented in first and second rows; the 

inpainted frames of methods [23, 5, 25, and 26] are presented in row 3 to 6 respectively. 
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Table 1.  Features based comparison between the competitor techniques. 

Method 
Camera  

Motion 

Object 

Motion 

Scale 

Change 

User 

Interaction 

Occlusion 

Handling 

Shadow 

Handling 

Dynamic  

Background 

In[22] Static Periodic No Yes Yes No Handle 

In [23] Handle Periodic No Yes Yes No Handle 

In [24] Static Periodic No Yes Partially No No 

In [5] Limited Periodic No Yes Partially No No 

In [25] Limited Periodic Yes Yes Yes No No 

In [26] Static Periodic Yes Yes Yes No No 

 

Table 2.  Processing time comparison between the competitor techniques. 

Method Machine No. of Frames Resolution Estimated Time 

[22] Pentium 4 100 320 x 240 > 4 hrs. 

[23] Pentium 4 100 320 x 240 > 4 hrs. 

[24] Pentium 4 70 320 x 240 ~20 Min. 

[5] Pentium 4 50 320 x 240 ~15 Min. 

[25] Pentium 4 240 300 x 100  ~13 Min. 

[26] Pentium 4 240 300 x 100 Not Mentioned 

 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we introduced a video inpainting comparative study between four recent methods. To be fair as much as 

possible the four selected methods are compared in the same video scene as well as machine processor. The 

experimental results illustrate the strengths and drawbacks of each method to handle the occlusion problem. The four 

techniques suffer from the following major limitations. Searching in spatial and temporal frames for the source patch is 

computationally expensive and will lead to error match. Over 90 percent of the total processing time is consumed on the 

search process for best patch. Visual artifacts and non-smoothing transition appear in the occlusion region. Non-

periodic motion, dynamic background and shadow are still not completely solved. Therefore, we recommend interested 

researchers to work on these limitations in the future. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Multiple objects removal. Original frames are presented in first row; the inpainted frames of methods [25, and 

26] are presented in row 2 and 3 respectively. 
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Abstract. A prediction model for Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) is developed based on a novel formulation approach by using 
customized Associative Rule (AR) Mining Techniques, i.e. Adaptive Apriori (AA) and Weighted Association Rule Mining 
(WARM), on visual inspected variables. This prediction model is based on the typical clinical data sets obtained from several hospi-
tals where from derivation of association rule mining (data-driven) techniques and medical knowledge on these variables 
(knowledge-driven) were applied separately to our training data sets. Application of our prediction framework to our testing data sets 
showed a significant improvement in terms of prediction accuracy and level of efficiency as compared with the classical approach of 
using medical Experts’ Rules (ERs). 

Keywords: Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) • customized Associative Rule (AR) Mining Techniques • Adaptive Apriori 
(AA) • Weighted Association Rule Mining (WARM) • Experts’ Rules (ERs) 

1 Introduction 

 This research is using a combination of customized Associative Rule Mining         algorithms and neural network 
modeling approaches to derive clinical recognition patterns for predicting the clinical cases which are suspected of or 
having been diagnosed of having Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA). This is based on the visual inspected variables in 
clinical data sets. We applied this novel approach to a collection of existing patients’ records as our training data sets to 
develop a prediction framework for OSA. Then, we applied this prediction framework to another batch of existing, in 
addition to newly admitted patients’ records, as our testing data sets.  

In any non-typical data set, i.e. general population, OSA disease occurs in approximately two percent (2%) of women 
and four percent (4%) of men over the age of 35, and this illness gets worse with advancing age [2], [8], [15]. Normally, 
when OSA disease is suspected, the medical doctor sends the subject for a Polysomnography (PSG) test or a sleep test. 
This test is a gold standard to confirm whether a person has OSA disease or not. For this test, the patient has to sleep for 
at least one night in the sleep lab of a hospital, which is both very time-consuming and expensive [2], [8]. So, only those 
with quite strong suspicion of having OSA will be sent for the confirmatory PSG tests [2], [8], [15]. 

1.1 Novelty of Our Proposed Prediction Framework 

 The novelty of our OSA prediction framework is that we proposed customized Association Rule (AR) Mining 
techniques on visual inspected variables only. These variables can be easily ‘visually measured’ as screening tools for 
primary clinical examination during the 1st clinical consultation. Association rule mining consists of finding the 
frequent item sets [3], [5] (i.e. in this case, sets of items must satisfy a Minimum Support or Min Sup threshold) [3, 4, 5], 
from which strong association rules are generated. These rules must also satisfy a Minimum Confidence or Min Conf 
threshold, which is a pre-defined probability (please refer to Formulae 1 and 2) [3], [5]. Since our data sets were 
typically from clinical populations, the types of bias will be the sampling bias (as raw data were not randomly sampled, 
but consecutively sampled from patients’ serial medical records) and referral bias (as the accessed medical records are 
those subjects referred by the medical doctors from in-studied hospitals or other hospitals or private clinics to conduct 
sleep study tests). 
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These algorithms were chosen for our prediction framework because not all the strong association rules are 
interesting [3]. We introduced certain knowledge-driven techniques, i.e. Medical Expert Knowledge and Reasoning on 
OSA, to serve as background knowledge to guide our inferences [12, 13]. This is also to augment the support-
confidence framework [3] in our prediction framework. Associations can be further analyzed to uncover correlation 
rules, which convey statistical correlations between the item sets [1], [3, 4, 5].  

2 Research Aim, Objectives and Research Context 

2.1 Research Aim, Objectives and Research Context 

 Our previous prediction model for OSA was based preliminarily on a data set of the demographic, anthropomorphic 
and anthropometric measures that are the risk factors of OSA [2]. In this research, visual inspected variables are the 
prediction apriori for predicting OSA disease because almost all of these variables are typical and almost immediate 
causal variables (due to their patho-physiologic roles) for OSA disease. As these parameters can be ‘measured’ through 
quick visual inspections by medical doctors, they can be used as fast screening tools. 

 Since human inferences are guided by background knowledge [12, 13], in this case, we infer the medical knowledge 
from medical experts to augment our prediction framework to predict OSA disease. Purely using heuristic based algo-
rithms, which had been done in the past researches for OSA prediction, have had shown low success rates [2]. For in-
stance, some researchers have used a combination of several parameters (such as Body Mass Index or BMI, age, gen-
der, hypertension, respiratory data etc.) to predict OSA. However, such methodologies have made correct predictions in 
only one-thirds of the cases. In the remaining two thirds, prediction of the impending OSA cases were inaccurate [2], 
[8]. This severely limits the usefulness of using heuristics alone for predicting OSA. Therefore, in this research, we 
propose a better   approach to augment the heuristic or classical algorithms for predicting OSA disease.   

  Our main research aim is to apply a comprehensive but effective visual inspected prediction framework to derive 
more accurate decision support algorithms for early clinical diagnoses on OSA disease. We mainly look for a number of 
anatomical sites from the cranial facial aspects of every subject. These variables were easily           recognized during 
the routine primary clinical examination by medical doctors. In achieving the singularity of forms for having ‘more 
readable and everyone can instantly develop’ visualization effects (see Figure 1), the order of the visualization conver-
gence, which is really important [16], is considered for our collected visual inspected variables. The level of complexity 
and ease of feature extraction for mining the patterns during visualization is also taken into account [17, 18] during our 
pruning process for the decision trees. Figure 1 shows the First Order Iterative Learning (FOIL), or downward closure 
property of the decision tree developed when we computed the support constraint(s) for each item-set. 

2.2 Visual Inspected Variables as our Screening Tools for Multiple Supports Apriori of our 
Prediction Framework 

 As we want to explore data to find prominent intrinsic structures in these clinical data sets, the Associative Rule 
Mining algorithms were applied after the manifest variables (i.e. the known independent variables which are the risk 
factors of OSA) had been sorted out with the expected output variables (i.e. the patho-physiological defects found in the 
cranio-facial parts). Since our customized approaches were applied according to the data collected from clinical popula-
tions (i.e. subjects suspected of having OSA who were admitted to the hospitals), rather than general populations, we 
measured these parameters’ values as typical values from clinical data sets.  

Since most Association Rule Mining Algorithms employ a support-confidence framework [3, 4], while rule support 
and rule confidence are two measures of rule association and interestingness [3], we associate our intended variables 
(i.e. mostly cranio-facial features obtained by visual inspections before the need to implement any cephalometric meas-
ure, or expensive medical equipments) to the clinical Medical Experts’ Rules (ERs) of OSA using Support-Confidence 
Association Rules. For example, the Medical ERs for a subject to be likely of having OSA are that (I) Neck    Circum-
ference (NC) should be 40cm or more; (II) Body Mass Index (BMI) should be 40 or more, i.e. morbidly obese; (III) 
tonsils’ size to be 2 or more; (IV) Mallampati score (MP) to be 3 or more; (V) Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) of 9 or 
more. 

 Apriori exploits the property of downward closure (see Figure 1), which is that if any k-itemset is frequent, all of its 
subsets must be frequent too [14]. By using Multiple Supports Apriori (MSApriori), we can deal with rare items. For 
OSA parameters collected, i.e. RN and MN, which have perfect high confidence threshold but really low support 
threshold to contribute to the rules generated by Apriori, we applied Minimum Item Support (MIS) approaches. By 
providing a different Minimum Item Support (MIS) for each different item, we can prune the item-sets with low support 
thresholds (please refer to Figure 1 for more details) to extract certain features from the raw data collected. 
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3 Research Methodologies 

3.1 Applying Customized Associative Rule Mining Algorithms to Visual Inspected Variables for OSA 
Prediction 

For the typical data sets obtained, the variables were selected based on the extent that they can fulfill the Min Sup 
threshold and/or Min Conf threshold. Most of these variables which are selected for constructing the Decision Tree (see 
Figure 1), have both high Min Sup and Min Conf thresholds (i.e. frequent data items which show significant causal 
relationships with OSA), while some other variables have low Min Sup threshold but high or perfect score for the Min 
Conf threshold (i.e. infrequent data items but show very strong causal relationships with OSA).  

 Please refer to Table 1 for the minimum support and minimum confidence thresholds as per stated i.e. (1) bilateral 
tonsils’ size (size ranges from 0 to 4, i.e. normal case to the worst case); (2) crowding of oropharynx (Mallampati score 
ranges from 1 to 4); (3) neck circumference (greater than or equal to 40cm); (4) Epworth Sleepiness Scale (i.e. ESS 
ranges from 0 to 24); (5) morbid obesity (BMI greater than or equal to 40);  (6) posterior pillar webbing; (7) retrogna-
thia / retro-positioned maxilla (overslung or jutting lower jaw); and (8) micrognathia / receding lower jaw or receding 
chin (short mentohyoid distance or inferiorly displaced hyoid bone).  
      Association Rules (ARs) are like classification rules [3], [6]. We are interested in finding association rules for the 
eight parameters listed in Table 1 which are either frequent (i.e. having high Min Sup threshold) or infrequent (i.e. 
having low Min Sup threshold). We augmented our model using certain correlation measures that we derived from asso-
ciative rule mining techniques. For Associative Rule Mining, see Formulae 1 and 2 below for derivation of minimum 
support and minimum confidence thresholds [3]:- 
      ||/|| RBASupport ∪= - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   (1) 

      ||/|| ABAConfidence ∪=     - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   (2) 

( )
||
)(1

X
jX

X
K k∑

= = ωω   - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   (3) 

        From Formula 3 as above, we are using Weighted Association Rule Mining (WARM) and Adaptive Apriori (AA) 
to get the best estimation of the measures for each parameter (please refer to Table 2). WARM is based on a weighted 
support measurement. Each item or item-set is assigned a weight based on its significance found in our clinical data sets 
[14]. The item-set weight, ω (X), is the mean of the item weight, ω (jk). 

                                                                        customized by WARM and AA 
  OSAbleectedVariaVisualInsp ⇒ [support, confidence]    
                                                                                                  pruned by using AA    
 
        The support constraints that we used and proposed in this research are that we applied support-based pruning for 
itemsets with low support thresholds, while confidence-based pruning for itemsets with high support thresholds. 

3.2 Technical details of using Adaptive Apriori and Association Rule Mining to Visual Inspected 
Variables for OSA Prediction 

       Adaptive Apriori (AA) has a variable minimum support threshold which introduces the notion of Support Con-
straints (SC) as a way to specify the general constraints on the minimum support [14] of an item-set. In the case for our 
OSA research, the AA will  associate a support constraint for each item-set as stated in Table 1. AA considers support 
constraints of the form to be SC1 (B1, B2, …Bs) ≥ Ѳ, where s ≥ 0.  Ѳ is a minimum support in the range of [0…1] (or a 
function that produces minimum support), while each B (which is called a bin) is a set of items that need not be distin-
guished by the specification of any minimum support [3],[14] (please refer to Table 1 for each B value as assigned for 
support-based pruning). 
      In Figure 1, if more than one support constraints is applicable to an item-set, the constraint specifying the lowest 
minimum support is chosen. When we refer to Table 1, we proposed to use support-based pruning as one of the main 
support constraints (SC) for the item-sets with low support threshold, i.e. as stated a nd drawn in the decision tree will 
be retrognathia (RN) and micrognathia (MN), the prediction accuracy with the testing data sets is 100%. 
      For the item-sets with high support threshold, we proposed to use confidence-based pruning as one of the main sup-
port constraints, the prediction accuracy with the testing data sets is around 87%. This approach is much better than the 
prediction models and computational approaches by using naïve Bayes classification and/or AdaBoost ensemble meth-
ods. Please refer to Table 4 for the results of comparative studies to the testing data sets by using naïve Bayes classifi-
cation techniques (i.e. Model 3) and AdaBoost ensemble methods (i.e. Model 4). 
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4 Experimental Outcome and Research Findings  

4.1 Prediction Outcome Obtained after Implementation of our OSA prediction framework to the 
Training and Testing Data Sets 

 The implementation outcome, after applying the above OSA prediction algorithms to existing 200 patients’ medical 
records (as training data sets) and then to the admitted 200 patients’ medical profiles (as testing data sets) using custom-
ized Associative Rule Mining techniques, i.e. AA and WARM, is shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3 as below. 

Table 1.  List of visually inspected variables included in our Association Rule (AR) Mining analyses as typical anatomical signs for 
clinical screening tools on OSA disease 

Visual Inspected  
 variables  
(based on indications 
from clinical notes) 

Minimum Support 
Threshold (see Formula 
1) from our clinical data 

sets customized by 
WARM and AA 

 Minimum      Confi-
dence Threshold (see 
Formula 2) from our  
clinical data sets 

List of all possible categorical or numerical values 
for each Visual Inspected variable after consid-
ering all possible outcomes 

(1) Tonsils’ Size  
 (X1) 

 
 (2)  Mallampati score  
       (MP) (X2) 
(3)  Neck  
       Circumference     
       (NC) (X3) 
(4)  Epworth Sleepiness 
        Scale (ESS) (X4) 
 
(5)   Morbid Obesity  
        (MO)(X5)  
 (6)  Posterior Pillar 
        Webbing (PPW) 
        (X6)    
 (7)  Retrognathia / 
        Overslung or Jutting 
        Lower Jaw (RN (X7) 
(8)  Micrognathia /    
       Receding Lower Jaw 
       or Chin (MN) (X8)    

         0.70 
         (140/200)    
 

         0.75 
    (150/200)    

 

               0.55 
          (109/200)    
 

         0.78 
     (155/200)    

     
         0.40 
      (79/200)    
 

          
       0.16   
      (32/200) 

   
         0.04 
       (8/200) 
  
         0.06 
       (12/200) 
 

  0.76 
(106/140)    
   
  0.81  

     (122/150)    
 

        0.81 

     (88/109)    
 
         0.85    
     (132/ 155) 
 
         0.91 

       (72/79)     

         
        0.94  

 (30/32) 
 
         1.00 

    (8/8) 
 
          1.00 

  (12/12) 

(1) Range:  0 to 4 (normal to worst) 
Both AR & ER: Sizes of 2 and above are ac-
counted for OSA +ve  

(2)  Range: 1 to 4 (normal to worst)  
ER: Sizes of 3 and above, AR: Sizes of 2 and 
above, are accounted for OSA positive.  
(3) ER: NC from 40cm and above, AR: NC from 
43.2cm and above,  are accounted for OSA posi-
tive. (4)Range:0 to 24 (normal to worst) 
ER: ESS ≥ 9, AR:  ESS ≥ 6 is considered as OSA 
positive. 25 possible outcomes.AR: Most cases 
with just ESS ≥ 6 are true positive. 
(5)  Morbid obesity – ER: BMI ≥ 40, AR:  BMI ≥ 
38   are considered as OSA positive.  
(6) Posterior Pillar Webbing - AR & ER: dichot-
omous output 0 or 1. 
 (7) & (8) Each of retrognathia and micrognathia 
has low min sup but perfect score min conf 
threshold. Both are infrequent data items but 
show full min conf. AR & ER: has a dichotomous 
output 0 or 1. 

4.2 Two-Item-sets per tier Decision Tree Development for Downward Closure Property (i.e. from the 
Greatest to the Least Min Sup) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. A convergent hierarchical (i.e. downward closure property) decision tree that shows how each weighting is obtained from 
the Min Sup Threshold of each variable listed in Table 1 
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Based on the 200 patients’ records, we developed Association Rules (ARs) by    using Adaptive Apriori and 
Weighted Association Rule Mining. We discovered more accurate readings on parameters such as MP, NC, ESS and 
MO by using AR, as opposed to ER (see Table 1). Clinical data sets which were collected based on the 8 parameters 
listed in Table 1 form a sequential two-item-sets per tier Decision Tree (see Figure 1). Each of the four parameters at 
lower half of the decision tree, i.e. MO, PPW, MN and RN, has almost full score or perfect score of Min Conf thresh-
old, i.e. strong association with OSA positive cases.  From the decision tree above, the downward closure property [14] 
can be achieved by using just two-itemsets while we traced down the tree. 

4.3   Development of Association Rules from Eight Parameters as assigned 

Table 2. Weighted Association Rules Mining (WARM) and Adaptive Apriori (AA) Algorithms applied to derive the Associative 
Rules which can contribute to true positive OSA cases:- 

A list of Associative Rules (ARs) generated from the Decision Tree deployed in Figure 1. The classifiers 
generated from these rules (as shown below) are from the 8 branches of the decision tree listed above:- 

 (1)   IF ESS ≥6 THEN OSA=yes; Accuracy=67.3% 
 (2)   IF ESS ≥6 AND MP ≥2 THEN OSA=yes; Accuracy=72% 
(3)   IF ESS ≥6 AND MP ≥2 AND Tonsils’ size ≥2 THEN OSA=yes; Accuracy= 80% 
 (4)   IF ESS ≥6 AND MP ≥2 AND Tonsils’ size ≥2 AND NC ≥43.2cm THEN OSA=yes; Accuracy=82.6%    
(5)    IF ESS ≥6 AND MP ≥2 AND Tonsils’ size ≥2 AND NC ≥43.2cm AND MO ≥38 THEN OSA=yes;  
         Accuracy=96.2% 
(6)   IF ESS ≥6 AND MP ≥2 AND Tonsils’ size ≥2 AND NC ≥43.2cm AND MO ≥38 AND PPW=yes  
        THEN OSA=yes; Accuracy=100%       
(7)   IF ESS ≥6 AND MP ≥2 AND Tonsils’ size ≥2 AND NC ≥43.2cm AND MO ≥38 AND PPW=yes  
        AND MN=yes THEN OSA=yes; Accuracy=100%       
(8)   IF ESS ≥6 AND MP ≥2 AND Tonsils’ size ≥2 AND NC ≥43.2cm AND MO ≥38 AND PPW=yes  
        AND MN=yes AND RN=yes THEN OSA=yes; Accuracy=100%       

 

A list of Medical Experts’ Rules (ERs) generated from the medical experts’ knowledge on OSA and indica-
tions from clinical case notes from all the UiTM hospitals. The criteria of a confirmatory positive OSA case 
(i.e. after  Polysomnography test) is that Apnea Hyponea Index (i.e. AHI) should be ≥ 40. The analyses and 
prediction accuracies on the testing data sets are as below:- 
 (1)   IF ESS ≥9  THEN OSA=yes; Accuracy=49.7% 
(2)   IF ESS ≥9 AND MP ≥3 THEN OSA=yes; Accuracy=54.7% 
(3)   IF ESS ≥9 AND MP ≥3 AND Tonsils’ size ≥2 THEN OSA=yes; Accuracy= 64.3%    
 (4)   IF ESS ≥9 AND MP ≥3 AND Tonsils’ size ≥2 AND NC ≥40cm THEN OSA=yes; Accuracy=61.5%       
(5)   IF ESS ≥9 AND MP ≥3 AND Tonsils’ size ≥2 AND NC ≥40cm AND MO ≥40 THEN OSA=yes;     
        Accuracy=88.6%    
(6)   IF ESS ≥9 AND MP ≥3 AND Tonsils’ size ≥2 AND NC ≥40cm AND MO ≥40 AND PPW=yes  
        THEN OSA=yes   Accuracy=93.8%    
(7)   IF ESS ≥9 AND MP ≥3 AND Tonsils’ size ≥2 AND NC ≥40cm AND MO ≥40 AND PPW=yes  
        AND MN=yes THEN OSA=yes; Accuracy=100%          
(8)   IF ESS ≥9 AND MP ≥3 AND Tonsils’ size ≥2 AND NC ≥40cm AND MO ≥40 AND PPW=yes  
        AND MN=yes AND RN=yes THEN OSA=yes; Accuracy=100%          

Table 3. Comparison of two model’s performance on our testing data sets is as follows: 

Prediction Measures 
for OSA (derived from 
the different two mod-
els, i.e. ARs vs. ERs) 

Application of Asso-
ciation Rules (ARs) 
to the Clinical Data 

Sets (Model 1) 

Application of Medi-
cal Experts’ Rules 
(ERs) to the Clinical 
Data Sets (Model 2) 

Discrepancies of these two models, i.e. the 
differences between Model 1 and Model 2 
(refer to Table 2 above) 

 
Accuracy Rate 
Ac = (TP+ TN) / 
(TP+TN+FP+FN) 

 
 

87.3% 

 
 

76.6% 

The prediction accuracy has a great im-
provement of 10.7% by using customized 
ARs, as opposed to using ERs. When reach-
ing 7-itemsets or more, for both AR and 
ER, prediction accuracy is the same, i.e. 
100%. 

Table 4. Comparative studies of our proposed approach with other computational approaches  (i.e. Naive Bayes Classifiers and 
AdaBoost ensemble) on our testing data sets is as follows: 

Prediction Measures 
for OSA (derived from 
another two different 
models, i.e. Naïve 
Bayes Classifiers vs. 
AdaBoost ensemble) 

Application of Naive 
Bayes Classifiers to 
the Clinical Data Sets 

(Model 3) 

Application of Ada-
Boost ensemble 
methods to the Clini-
cal Data Sets (Model 
4) 

Discrepancies of these two models, i.e. 
the differences between Model 3 and 
Model 4 respectively towards Model 1 

 
Accuracy Rate 
Ac = (TP+ TN) / 
(TP+TN+FP+FN) 

 
 

61.3% 

 
 

71.4% 

The prediction accuracy has a great 
improvement of 26.0% and 15.9% by 
using Naïve Bayes Classifiers and 
AdaBoost ensemble as opposed to 
using  customized ARs alone. When 
reaching 7-itemsets or more, for both 
approaches, prediction accuracy is the 
almost same, i.e. 99%. 
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4.4   Research Findings and Contributions of this research work 

 The contributions of our proposed prediction framework, as compared with the prediction framework using just 
medical experts’ rules (ERs), are indicated as below:- 

(1) Even the best classifier will perform very poorly if the features are not extracted well enough!! This is because 
feature extraction is the key contribution for pattern recognition [6]. In this research, we have successfully 
shown that when compared with medical Experts’ Rules (ERs), customized Associative Rules (ARs) can aug-
ment our prediction framework in terms of getting more proficient classifiers for predicting OSA. The sensitivi-
ty, specificity, and accuracy rates our prediction framework showed significant or great improvements.  

(2) Our prediction framework is arguably using customized Associative Rule Mining, i.e. WARM, to determine the 
minimum support threshold of each itemset. This is further streamlined by Adaptive Apriori (AA), which has a 
variable Min Sup threshold. When we compared between Model 1 and Model 2, its prediction accuracy is better, 
i.e. by 10.7%, as opposed to using medical Experts’ Rules (ERs) alone. WARM and AA are very suitable to be 
used because more accurate readings for each parameter can be derived after finding out the true OSA positive 
cases from the training data sets. 

(3) When we compared Model 3 and Model 4 respectively with Model 1, its prediction accuracy is even much bet-
ter, i.e. by 26.0% and 15.9% respectively. WARM and AA are very suitable to be used in this OSA research 
because more appropriate classification patterns and features can be derived and/or   extracted after finding out 
the true OSA positive cases from the training data sets. 

5  Conclusions and Discussions 

The advantages of incorporating these customized approaches to our OSA decision support system are as below:- 
(1) Less biased and more efficient because customized Associative Rule (AR) Mining is based on the values col-

lected from the clinical data sets, i.e. the typical values found specifically in clinical populations, while the 
support-confidence frameworks provide the ‘data-driven’ of values during the ‘weighted’ and ‘adaptive’  stages 
before we applied any classical Association Rule (AR) mining. The prediction accuracy is much higher. 

(2) Since the measurements on certain cranio-facial parameters are tedious and very time-consuming, using cus-
tomized Associative Rule (AR) mining      approaches from visual inspections can save a lot of time because 
visual inspections are just the screening estimations based on the medical doctors’ judgments during consulta-
tions, while clinical measurements on certain cranio-facial parameters may need the patient(s) to queue up for 
the equipments and/or devices which may usually take one day to a few weeks. 

(3) More economical in terms of cost saving since measuring cranial facial parts of every patient or suspected sub-
ject admitted for clinical examination on OSA needs professional medical equipments and devices, while using 
our customized AR approaches, we just need visual inspected readings and customized weighting. 
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